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RULEMAKING ISSUE
(Affirmation)

For: The Commissioners

From: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

|
Subject: DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING CONCERNING EMERGENCY PLANNING

AND RESPONSE FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADI0 ACTIVE,

l MATERIALS (PRM-71-6)
i

Purcose: To obtain Commission approval of denial of the petition.

Category: This paper covers a minor policy matter requiring Commission aporoval.

Issue: Whether NRC licensees should be held responsible for emergency
planning and response for transportation accidents involving radio-
active material.

Discussion: By letter dated October 31, 1977, Mr. Richard P. Pollock, on behalf
of the Critical Mass Energy Project, Congressman Theodore S. Weiss,

I Congressman Timothy E. Wirth, and eleven citizen organizations,'
I filed a petition for rulemaking. The petitioners requested that

the Commission adopt regulations requiring all NRC licensees (a)
when offering shipments of radioactive materials to carriers for
transport, to be responsible for requiring carriers to take special
routes to avoid densely populated areas and mountainous terrain;
(b) to devise emergency response plans and to possess cacaoilities
to deploy emergency response units promotly to an accident scene
following transportation accidents; (c) to assume financial
responsibility for any shipping accident involving dispersal of
the i r- radioactive cargo; and (d) to provide information to drivers.

Contact:
A.N. Tse, RES
43-5825

J.C. Malaro, RES
M3-5825
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Tho Commissioners 2
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Receipt of the petition was noticed in the Federal Register (42 FR
61089) in December 1977. Forty public comments were received and
considered. The majority of the commenters opposed the petition.

The staff notes that actions have been taken in the same four areas
requested by the petitioners although they do not necessarily place
requirements on NRC licensees (shippers):

.

(a) The 00T has published a rule on highway routing of radioactive
materials requiring carriers to use an interstate highway or
an alternate route that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T
rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning-
transportation risks and was subject to considerable public

~

review and deliberation. The staff does not believe it is
necessary or practicable to require further restrictions
beyond the 00T rule.

(b) .Several organizations are responsible for responding to trans-
portation accidents: State and local personnel such as fire
and police for emergency actions immediately following the
accidents; shippers for providing shipment hazard information,
carriers for isolating and cleaning up the spilled radio-
active materials; and Federal agencies for providing
assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal
level, FEMA coordinates such Federal assistance; 007 and NRC
provide assistance to FEMA; and 00E maintains radiological|

,

assistance teams that respond to radiological emergenciesi

| when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for :
- --- -- shippers to have immediate emergency response capabilities to -;

respond to the scene of a transportation accident since the :
accident could be far away. |.

I
(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transporta- -

tion accidents is determined by the courts. Under the Motor !
- Carrier Act of 1980, the 00T published a rule requiring motor !

carriers to establish minimum financial requirements for !

|
matters such as cleanup after accidents. !

!

!(d) The 00T requires shippers to provide descriptions of radio-
I active materials in each package. In the routing rule, the

DOT requires additional driver training, including procedures !
to be followed in case of accidents. !

I
The staff concludes (as more fully discussed in the enclosed Federal ~;

| Register Notice) that promulgation of a regulation in response to |

; the petition would not serve the public inte. rest because it would
| add regulations that unnecessarily duplicate existing requirements ,

' and practices. Furthermore, it would not be practical or necessary ;

to make NRC licensees (shippers) responsible by regulation for some {|
|

of the proposed activities. Therefore, the staff recommends that |
| the petition be denied.

I
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Recommendation: That the Commission:

(a) Acorove the notice of denial of the petition for rulemaking
(Enclosure 1).

(b) Note

1. Letters will be sent to Mr. R. P. Pollock, Congressman Weiss,
and Congressman Wirth notifying them of the denial
(Enclosure 2); -

2. Appropriate Congressional Committees will be informed by
letter (Enclosure 3);

,

3. The issuance of denial will be published in Nuclear -

Regulatory Commission Issuances;

4. A public announcement will be issued (Enclosure 4);

5. The petition and the staff re.ipense to public comments
are enclosed (Enclosures 5 and 6, respectively); and

6. Denial of the petition does not significantly affect the
quality of the human environment or involve unresolved
conficts concerning available resources. Accordingly,
no environmental impact statement, negative declaration,
or environmental impact appraisal need be prepared.

. . . . . . . _ - - . . - ..
.. .- . .

_

\,
_

' *
, .. _

-- '

,,. , s
Willianr J. Dircks ~
Executive Director for'Cperations

Enclosures:
1. Oraft FR Notice of the Denial
2. Draft letters to Pollock, Congressmen

| Weiss and Wirth
| 3. Draft letter to Congressional

Committees'

4. Oraft Public Announcement
5. The Petition
6. Draft Staff Responses to Public Comments

.
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Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Wednesday, February 3, 1982.-

.

Commission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted to the
Commissioners NLT January 27, 1982, with an information copy to the
Office of the Secretary. If the paper is of such a nature that
it requires additional time for analytical review and comment, the
Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments
may be expected.

,

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an open
meeting during the week of February 8, 1982. Please refer to the
appropriate weekly Commission Schedule, when published, for a
specific date and time.

.

. _. . __ . . .

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners
Commission Staff Offices
EDO
ELD
ACRS
ASLSF
ASLAP
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

'

10 CFR Part 71

Critical Mass Energy Project, et al.

'[ Docket No. PRM-71-6]

Denial of Petition for Rulemaking Concerning
Emergency Planning and Response for Transportation Accidents Involving

Radioactive Materials
-

.

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. -

.

ACTION: Denial of Petition for Rulemaking.

-

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is denying a petition for

rulemaking (PRM-71-6) from Richard P. Pollock of the Critical Mass Energy

Project on behalf of the Critical Mass Energy Project, Congressman

Theodore S. Weiss, Congressman Timothy T. Wirth, and eleven citizen organi-

zations. The petitioners requested that the NRC adopt regulations requir-

_ _ _ ing NRC licensees (a) when offering shipments of radioactive materials _

to carriers for transport, to be responsible for requiring carriers to

take special routes to avoid densely populated areas and mountainous

terrain; (b) to devise emergency response plans and to possess capabili-

ties to deploy emergency response units promptly ta an accident scene

following transportation accidents; (c) to assume financial responsibility

for any shipping accidont involving dispersal of their radioactive cargo;

and (d) to provide information to drivers.

The NRC notes that actions h' ave been taken in the same four areas -

requested by the petitioners although they do not necessarily place

requirements on NRC licensees (shippers):

1 Enclosure 1
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(a) The Department of transp6rtation (00T) has published a rule on

highway routing of radioactive materials requiring carriers to use an
'

interstate highway or an alternate route that minimizes radiological

risk. The 00T rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning

transportation risks and was subject to considerable public review and

deliberation. The NRC does not believe it is necessary or practicable

to require further restrictions beyond the 00T rule.

(b) Several organizations are responsible for responding to trans-

portation accidents: State and local personnel such as fire and police

for emergency actions immediately following the accidents; shippers for
'

providing shipment hazard information, carriers for isolating and cleaning

up the spilled radioactive materials; and Federal agencies for providing

assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal level, Federal

Emergency Management Agency'(FEMA) coordinates such Federal assistance;

00T and NRC provide assistance to FEMA; and 0.epartment of Energy (00E)

maintains radiological assistance teams that respond to radiological
_ . -

emergencies when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for

shippers to have immediate emergency response capabilities to respond to

the scene of a transportation accident since the accident could be far

away.

(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transporta-

tion accidents is determined by the courts. Under the Motor Carrier Act;

of 1980, the 00T published a rule requiring motor carriers to establish

minimum financial requirements for matters such as cleanup after accidents.
,

(d) The DOT requires shippers to provide descriptions of radioactive
,

t materials in each package. In the routing rule, the 007 requires additional

driver training, including procedures to be followed in case of accidents.

2 Enclosure 1
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The NRC concludes tha't promulgation of a regulation in response to

; the petition would not serve the public interest because it would add

\regol4tions that unnecessarily duplicate existing requirements and
N s .s

practices. s'urthermore, it would,'not be practical or necessary'to make
3 - s ..

,

NRC licensees (shippers) responsibl A %y regulation for some of, the

c proposed activities. Therefore, the NRC has denied this petition.
w ,

'y
x ADDRESSES: Copies of the petition for rulemaking, the public-comments

- , s ,

- thsreon,'and the NRC's letter of denial are available for public f rispec-
'

N . t

' tion and copying in the NRC Public Occument Room,' 1717 H Street NW., -

't

3 ~ .
;

'Washingtcq, D.C. -
'-

N

, '
FOR[FbRTHf.*NI INFORMATION CONTACT: 2nthoryNITse,Transportationand

. ,
, iN,

x. \ Materials Risk .5 Divisi[nofRiskAnalysis,OfficeofNuclear
7 y-s

Regulatory Rese ...i (301-443-5825).

SUPPLB4NTAlkYINFORMATION:5

( b. 5
t; 4

The' Petition -

s _

? LBy letter dated October 31, 1977, Mr. Richard P. Pollock of the

Critical Mass Energy, Project,i on ne M f of the Critical Mass Energy Pro-

ject; Congressman Theodore S. Weiss; congressman Timothy E. Wirth; the
|

| ~ California'bitizen'ActionGroup;CommunityActionResearchGroupofAmes,
t- i > a *

,

Iowa; Environmental Action of Colorado; Massachusetts Puulic Interest: . c

<s , 1

Research Group; Michigan Public Interest Research Group; Ittt.tional Inter-

venors. Inci'New York Friends of the Earth; uew York Public Interest'

;< .

ResdarchGroup;NorthCarolinaPublicInteresdResearchGroup; Southwest -

Research and Information ,qynter; and Vermont Public Interest Research

grouc, filed with the NRC a cetition for ;ulemaking to amend NRCc
. s

regulations. ,'
m

\ t'-[\ , ,
'

'
3 En. closure 1
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The petitioners requested that the'NRC adopt regulations that would,
'

at a minimum, impose the following conditions on NRC licensees:
.

1. The use of spe ial routss for the transportation of radioac-

tive materials of all types to ensure that the shipments avoid densely

populated areas and mountainous terrain. -

2. The adoption of smergency plans for transportation accidents

involving radioactive materials, including (a) the organization of emer-
'

gency response units to carry out the plans and (b) semiannual drills

with local and State law enforcement officials.

3. The assumption of financial respor.sibility for any shipping

accident that involves the dispersal of radioactive materials.

4 The adoption of a plan for informing drivers of vehicles about
e

the nature of the materials they are shipping and about emergency actions
.c

they should undertake in the event of an accident.

Basis for the Recuests ',

r.
As a basis for the requested action, the petitionces stated that

. . . ~. : e .

experts both inside and outside the Federal Government have concluded

thatthereisaneedforemergencyresponseplanstoprotectthepuglic'
in the event of an accident in transporting radioactive materials. '

The petitioners also stated that although there has not yet been a
,

transportation accident resulting in widespread injury to the public,

the experience of the September 27, 1977, accident in southeastern

Colorado shows that the present system is " wholly inadequate to ceal with

the risk te the public health from a transportation accident, and that
,

regulations by the Commission are essential."

The cetitioners further stated that the NRC requires nuclear power

reactor licensees to adopt emergency response plans, but "there is no

4 Enclosure 1
'
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similar requirement fo Itcens~ees of nuclear materials to be transported,
,

even though a transportation accident would involve shippers [ meaning

carriers or transporters] and localities wholly unfamiliar with radio-

active materials." !

PublicCommentsonthePetitioh

A notice of filing of petition'for. rulemaking was published in the
'

FederalRegisteronC[cember 1, 1977 (42 FR 61089). Interested pc' sons
1

were invited to submit written comments or suggestions concerning the

petition by January 30, 1978. NRC received 40 comments in response'to

the notice: 35 from industries, industrial repiesentative organizations,

and industrial associations; three from individuals; and two com govern-

mental agencies.

A majority of the commenters (34) opposed the petition. The main

reasons cited by these commenters were:

1. The petitioners failed to provide sufficient safety, environ-

mental, or legal justifications for' imp 1 menting the actions proposed.f
2. The implementation of the actigns proposed would be extremely

.
* /

costly without corresponding public cenefits.

3. Consideration should be given to transportation accidents for

all hazardous materials, not just radioactive materials, and therefore,

the Department of Transportation is the proper agency to address the over-

all transportation problem.

4. The current regulatory system is adequate to protect the public

health and safety and, therefore, it is unnecessary to implement the
,

actions proposed.''

Of the remaining six commenters, four suggested that the proposed

actions should exempt shipments containing small amounts of radioactive

5 Enclosure 1
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l materials for medical, research, or industrial uses. The fifth commenter

stated that the proposed actions should apply to all hazardous materials.

|} The sixth commenter disagreed with parts of the petition but suggested

that action on the petition be deferred until NUREG/CR-0743 (Transporta-
.,

,; tion of Radionuclides in Urban Environs: Oraft Environmental Assessment)

ti had been completed and issued for comment. The report was published in
' July 1980.

.
,

.; -
'

Staff Actions on the Petition

'! 1. In June 1978, the NRC notified.the petitioners that action on

the petition would be delayed pending completion of a related NRC/ DOT

_ . study on packaging requirements for yellowcake (uranium concentrate)

shipments and on emergency response to transportation accidents.
'

This study was begun after a truck accident on September 27, 1977,

near Springfield, Colorado, resulted in a spill of a large amount of

. yellowcake onto a highway. Members of the U.S. Congress representing the
I.:

State of Colorado and other officials of that State expressed concern
i _ _

about the integrity of packages containing yellowcake and the emergency

response to transportation accidents involving radioactive materials.

Representatives of NRC and DOT met with Congressman Timothy E. Wirth

at his request. As a result of the discussions, the two agencies agreed

to conduct a special joint study on package integrity and emergency

response to transportation accidents. The study considered, among otner

things, all four areas addressed by the petitioners.

The study group published a draft report for comment in April 1979.
.

The comments received on this draft were incorporated in the final study

group report, " Review and Assessment of Package Requirements (iellowcake)

and Emergency Responsa to Transportation Accidents" (NUREG-0535), which
.

.

6 Enclosure 1
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was published in July 1980. The study group recommended that the carrier

be required to prepare, maintain, and execute an emergency response plan

for promptly notifying the shipper (licensee) and government authorities

in the event of an accident, controlling the spread of radioactive mate-

rial in the cargo, segregating the radioactive material from the populace,

and cleaning up any spilled radioactive material. The study group also

recom. mended that the shipper be. required to prepare and maintain an emer-

gency response plan for promptly distributing information and advice to

the carrier and,to government authorities on the hazards of the shipment
.

and safe methods for controlling and cleaning up spflied radioactive

material .
.

2. In April 1979, the NRC notified the petitioners that a copy of

the petition and the 40 public comments received had been transmitted to

the Materials Transportation Bureau (MTB) of the Department of Transporta-

tion (00T). Since the first part of the petition concerned the use of

special rcutes for highway transportation of radioactive materials, the

NRC believed that the petition and the comments thereon should be con-
4 :

;, sidered by MTB in its rulemaking proceeoing on highway routing of radio-
I'
I active materials.

The MTB published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on high-

way routing of radioactive raaterials on August 17, 1978 (43 FR 26492).

The notice stated that the MTB was considering promulgating routing

requirements, under the authority of the Hazardous Materials Transporta-

tion Act, for highway ~ carriers of radioactive materials. The MTB invited ,'
public comments on what Federal action would be justified. The large

number of comments were reflected in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,

I published January 31, 1980, in the Fevaral Register (45 FR 7140). Public
i

7 Enclosure 1
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meetings on this proposed rule were held in several major cities. Tha

final rule was published on January 19, 1981 (46 FR 5298), and becomes

effective on February 1,1982.

Reasons for Denial

The petitioners' concerns basically relate to that portion of

transportation when radioactive materials are in the care of the carriers.

The Congress has authorized both the NRC and the DOT to regulate all parts

of the transportation process within certain bounds. These two agencies
a

have agreed, by Memorandum of Understanding (executed June 8, 1979), to

partition their regulatory responsibilities. Generally, the DOT is

_. responsible for regulating safety in transportation.of all hazardous

materials, including radioactive materials, and the NRC is responsible

i for regulating safety in receipt, possession, use, and transfer of byproduct,

source, and special nuclear materials. The DOT does have regulations in

place regarding the matters in petition requests 1, 3, and 4, as discussed

below. An NRC/ DOT study group addressed request 2, also as discussed

below, and reccmmended appropriate regulations.

The NRC has considered the petition, the,public comments thereon,.

the conclusions reached by the NRC/ DOT study group, the DOT's rules on

highway routing and financial responsibility,.and other related infor-
||
'' mation and has decided to deny the petition. The reasons for this decision

i are discussed below for each part of the petition:
i

! Part 1: The use of special routes for the transportation of radio-

j active materials of all types to ensure that *.he shipments avoid densely

|I populated areas and mountainous terrain.
,

The NRC has denied this part cf the petition 'because this issue has

been considered in a rulemaking proceeding by another Federal agency with
,

'
,

,

8 Enclosure 1 ;
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concurrent subject matter jurisdiction. The Materials Transportation
i

Sureau of the Department of Transportation has conducted a rulemaking

proceeding on highway routing of radioactive material shipments. The

final rule was published on January 19, 1981,~and becomes effective on.

February 1, 1982. The rule requires carriers to use an interstate highwayi.

or an alternate route that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T rule is'

based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning transportation risks

and was subject to considerable publich review and deliberation. The
r,

NRC does not believe it is necessary or practicable to require further

restrictions beyond the DOT rule.

. . Part 2: The adoption of emergency plans for transportation acci-

dents involving radioactive materials, including (a) the organization of

j: emergency response units to carry out the plan and (b) semiannual drills

with loca*. and State law enforcement officials.

! The NRC has denied this part of the petition because the public

health and safety are adeouately protected by current requirements for

emergency response. Several organizations are involved in emergency

response to transportation accidents: State and local personnel such as>

.

fire and police are responsible for emergency actions immediately,

*

following the accidents; silippers are responsible for providing shipment

hazard information, carriers are responcible for isolating and cleaning
,

l-
| up the spilled radioactive materials; and Federal agencies are responsible
|

for providing assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal
'

level, FEMA coordinates such Federal assistance; 00T and NRC provide
,

! assistance to FEMA; and 00E maintains radiological assistance teams that
'

respond to radiological emergencies when requested. It is not practicable

1 -

'

}
;

f.

9 Enclosure 1 |
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nor necessary for shippers to have immediate emergency response capabil-

ities to respond to the scene of a transportation accident since the

accident could be far away.

The NRC/ DOT study group considered the question of carrier's and

shipper's emergency plans for transportation accidents. The study group

found that, in general, the carrier (transporter) is responsible for prcper

care of cargo in transit. In an accident, the carrier is responsible
,

for notifying the shippers and government authorities, isolating any

spilled material from the public, and cleaning up any spilled material..

Since, in many cases, the carrier will have neither the technical

expertise for the experience and equipment to handie radioactive mater-

f als, the carrier may find it necessary to make arrangement with others

to accomplish these duties. The carrier could make contractual arrange-

ments with the shipper or any other organization that is capable of

handling cleanup activities. Howevar, the basic burden of ensuring that

these provisions are made remains with the carrier.
~

UnderexistingDOTregulations(49CFR1[7.861),thehighwaycarriert

is responsible for promptly notifying the shipper (licensee) and the

Federal Government of accidents; for isolating spilled radioactive mate-

rial; and for ensuring that vehicles, buildings, areas, or equipment in

which radioactive material has been spilled are not used until the

radiation dose rate of any accessible surface is less than 0.5 millirem

per hour and there is no significant removable radioactive contamination

on the surfaces.
,

The shipper, on the other hand, is required by 00T regulations to

comply with all applicable provisions concerning packaging, labeling,

marking, and otherwise preparing the goods for transportation. For

10 Enclosure 1
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hazardous materials, the shipper is required to certify on the shipping

papers that the goods are properly classified, described, packaged,

marked, and labeled, and are in proper, condition for transport (49 CFR

172.204). The shipper has no specific responsibilities for sending
~

expert personnel to the accident scene but should provide expert advice

on the hazards of the shipment and any necessary precautions. However,

since the shipper could be involved in a liability suit later, it may

offer assistance in confining and cleaning up spills from any accident

involving its shipment.

From these findings, the study group recommended: (1) that the 00T

require carriers "to prepare, maintain, and in the event of an accident

execute an emergency response plan for promptly notifying the shipper

and government authorities, controlling the spread of radioactive mate-

rial in the cargo, segregating the radioactive material from the populace,

and cleaning up any spilled radioactive material;" and (2) that an

unspecified agency require shippers "to prepare and maintain an emergency

plan for promptly conveying hazards information about the shipment to the

carrier and government authorities."

Concerning the request for semiannual drills with local and State

law enforcement officials, it is impractical and probably not cost-

effective to require each shipper or carrier to conduct semiannual drills

with local and State personnel in localities through which the shipment

travels. However, the training of local and State first-on-the-scene

responders (such as law enforcement, fire fighting, and rescue personnel)
.

1 on handling transportation emergencies involving radioactive materials is

important. Neither NRC licensees nor DOT-regulated shippers and carriers

11 Enclosure 1
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. should be responsible for such a training function. The Deoartment of

Transportation, with assistance from other Federal agencies, including

NRC, is developing guidance and training materials for such first-on-
.

the-scene responders. For these reasons, the NRC will not adopt the

petitioners' suggestion concerning semiannual drills with local and

State law enforcement officials.,

Part 3: The assumption by ifcensees of financial responsibility

for any shipping accident that involves the dispersal of radioactive

materials.

The NRC has denied this part of the petition because the liability

for damages should be determined by the courts considering both the

applicable State tort law and the particular circumstances associated
' with the accident.

If the origin or destination of the radioactive material being ,trans-

ported'were a facility (for example, a nuclear power plant) for which

the NRC required the licensee to have and maintain financial protection, ,

the provisions of the Price-Anderson Act (Sec. 170 of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended) would ensure a source of funds up to 5560 million

for personal injury or property damage resulting from the transportation*

accident. The Price-Anderson Act does not preempt applicable State tort
Ilaw, but in the event of an " extraordinary nuclear occurrence" a facility
<

i

licensee may be required to waive certain defenses that would otherwise

be available.

In the " Motor Carrier Act of 1980 - (Pub. L. 96-296, enacted July 1,
.

1980), the Secretary of Transportation is required, among other things,

to establish regulations on minimum levels of financial responsibility

for the transportation of hazardous materials by motor vehicles. A rule
e

r

'
12 Enclosure 1
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, implementing this act on minimum financial responsibility was published

by 00T on June 11, 1981 (46 FR 30974). For radioactive materials, the

minimum levels of financial responsibility are 51 million (35 million
,

after July 1,1983) for any vehicle transporting large quantities of

ra'dioactive materials and $500,000 ($1 million after July 1,1983) for

| transporting radioactive materials in other than large quantities.

Aside from the question of ultimate financial responsibility, the

carrier should be prepared to assume the initial costs required to dis-

charge its responsibilities in performing emergency response actions sv-h

as confining or cleaning up the spills. In terms of costs for emergency

or protective actions that may be taken by the State or local governmental
_

agencies, these agencies can reasonably be expected to be prepared to

assume initial costs incurred as in other emergency situations such as

fires and floods. -

part 4: A plan for in 'orming the drivers of the vehicles about the
.

nature of the material the/ are shipping and emergency actions they should

undertake.in the e, vent of an accident.

The NRC has denied this part of the petition because it considers

I existing 00T regulations for driver information to be adequatc. Present

00T regulations require that a shipment of radioactive materials be

accompanied by a description of each radionuclide contained in the ship-

ment including: the name and radioactivity of each radionuclide, the
,

physical and chemical forms, and other information regarding labels,

extecnal radiation levels, and fissile class (49 CFR 172.203). These
, -

requirements involve a system of labels for packsges, placards for

vehicles, shipping paper descriptions, and other package markings.

I

13 Enclosure 1
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,- Under a guide published by the DOT on hazardous material transporta-

tion (" Hazardous Materials Transportation - Guide for Carriers," Informa-,

tion Services Division, Materials Transportation Bureau, 00T, reprinted
'

March 1980), the carriers should train their personnel in handling emer-
.

gencies'and should have specific procedures prepared for use when trans-

portation accidents involving hazedous materials occur. Vehicle opera-

tors should understand the proper procedures anc' should know what actions

to take and what information to pass on to fiiemen, police, and others,

should an emergency arise.

In the final rule on highway routing of radioactive materials pub-
'

11shed by 00T in January 1981 (46 FR 5298), specific training require-
.

ments are mandated for persons transporting large quantities of radioac-

tive materials. The training includes, among other things, a requirement

ttiat, the driver receive training on properties and hazards of the radio-

active material transported and procedures to be followed in case of

accidents or other emergencies.

.In view of the DOT requirements, there does not appear to be a need

for NRC to require shippers to provide and carriers to maintain during

transport additional detailed emergency procedures for the dr.iver to
,

undertake in case of accident.

For the above reasons, the NRC has denied this petition.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1982.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
,

Samuel J. Chilk i

Secretary of the Commission ~[
.

I
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PRM-71-6
,

Mr. Richard P. Pollock, Direct'or
Critical Mass Energy Project '

P.O. Box 1538
Washington, D.C. 20013

Dear Mr. Pollock:

This refers to your letter, dated October 31, 1977, petitioning the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) to amend its regulations concerning emergency

planning and response for transportation accidents involving radioactive

~ materials.

In a letter to you dated June 16, 1978, the NRC stated that action on your

petition would be delayed pending completion of a related jof t NRC/ DOT special

study requested by Congressman Timothy E. Wirth. The final report of the study,

" Review and Assessment of Package Requirements (Yellowcake) and Emergency

Response to Transportation Accidents" (NUREG-0535), was published in July 1980.
'

; A copy of this report is enclosed for your information. This study considered,

among other things, all four areas addressed by your petition.
!

|

The NRC notes that actions have been taken in the same four areas requested in

your petition although they do not necessarily place requirements on NRC,

1

licensees (shippers):

.

'

(a) The Department of Transportation (00T) has published a rule on highway

ating of radioactive materials requiring carriers to use an interstata

1 Enclosure 2
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highway or an alternate route that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T

rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning transportation

risks and was subject to considerable public review and deliberation.

The NRC does not believe it is necessary or practicable to require further

restrictions beyond the DOT rule.

(b) Several organizations are responsible for responding to tfansportation

accidents: State and local personnel such as fire and police for emergency

actions immediately following the accidents; shippers for providing

shipment hazard information, carriers for isolating and cleaning up the

spilled radioactive materials; and federal agencies for providing

assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal level, Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) coordinates such Federal assistance;

DOT and NRC provide assistance to FEMA; and Department of Energy (00E)

maintains radiological assistance teams that respond to radiological

emergencies when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for

shippers to have immediate emergency response capabilities to respond to

the scene of a transportation accident since the accident could be far

away.
I

(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transportation accidents

is determined by the courts. Under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, the

DOT published a rule requiring motor carriers to establish minimum financial

requirements for matters such as cleanup after accidents.,

|

-
.
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(d) The 00T requires shippers to provide descriptions of radioactive materials
'

in each package. In the routing rule, the 00T requires additional driver

training, including procedures to be followed in case of accidents.

The NRC concludes (as more fully discussed in the enclosed Federal Register,

Notice) that promulgation of a regulation in response to the petition

would not serve the hublic interest because it would add regulations that

unnecessarily duplicate existing requirements and practices. Furthermore, it

would not be practical or necessary to make NRC licensees (shippers) responsible
~ .-

by regulation for some of the proposed activities. Therefore, your petition

has been denied.

Sincerely,

!
,

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Enclosures: '

, "A" - NUREG-0535 ..

| "B" - Federal Register Notice ''

i
.

l

l e

-i
?

e

I

'

'

;
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PRM-71-6

The Honorable Theodcre S. Weiss
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

-
.

Dear Congressman Weiss:
1

This refers to your petition for rulemaking forwarded to the Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission (NRC) by Mr. R. P. Pollock of Critical Mass Energy Project on

October 31, 1977. This petition requested the NRC to amend its regulations
'

concerning emergency planning and response for transportation accidents

involving radioactive materials.
.

In a letter to Mr. Pollock dated June 16, 1978, the NRC stated that action on

your petition would be delayed pending completion of a related joint NRC/ DOT

special study requested by Congressman Timothy E. Wirth. The final report of

the study, " Review and Assessment of Package Requirements (Yellowcake) and

Emergency Response to Transportation Accidents" (NUREG-0535), was published in

July 1980. A copy of this report is enclosed for your information. This study

considered, among other things, all four areas addressed by your petition.

The NRC notes that actions have been taken in the same four areas requested

in your petition although they do not necessarily place requirements on NRC

licensees (shippers):

(a) The Department of Transportation (DOT) has published a rule on highway
-

routing of radioactive materials requiring carriers to use an interstate

.

1 Enclosure 2
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highway or an alternate route'that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T

rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning transportation

risks and was subject to considerable public review and deliberation.

The NRC does not believe it is necessary or practicable to require further

restrictions beyond the 00T rule.

(b), Several organizations are responsible for responding to transportation

accidents: State and local personnel such as fire and police for emergency

actions immediately following the accidents; shippers for providing

shipment hazard information, carriers for isolating and cleaning up the:

spilled radioactive materials; and Federal agencies for providing

; assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal level, Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) coordinates such Federal assistance;

00T and NRC provide assistance to FEMA; and Department of Energy (DOE)

maintains radiologict.1 assistance teams that respond to radiological

emergencies when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for

i
shippers to have immediate emergency response capabilities to respond to'

the scene of a transportation accident since the accident could be far-

away.

(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transportation accidents

| is detarmined by the courts. Under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, the

DOT published a rule requiring motor carriers to establish minimum financial

requirements for matters such as cleanup after accidents.
,

!

'

,

i

.
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(d) The 00T requires shippers to provide descriptions of . radioactive materials

in each package. In the routing rule, the 00T requires additional driver-

training, including procedures to be followed in case of accidents.

The NRC concludes (as more fully discussed in the enclosed Federal Register

Notice) that promulgation of a regulation in response to the petition would

not serve the public interest because it would add regulations that unnecessarily
~

duplicate existing requirements and practices. Furthermore, it would not be

practical or necessary to make NRC Ifcensees (shippe'rs) responsible by regulation,

for some of the proposed activities. Therefore, your petition has been denied.

_ . Sincerely, _

,

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Enclosures:
"A" - NUREG-0535
"B" - Federal Register Nntice

. __

J

.

4
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PRM-71-6

The Honorable Timothy E. Wirth
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

'

Dear Congressman Wirth:
_

This refers to your petition for rulemaking forwarded to the Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission (NRC) by Mr. R. P. Pollock of Critical Mass Energy Project on
.

October 31, 1977. This petition requested the NRC to amend its regulations

concerning emergency planning and response for transportation accidents ,

involving radioactive materials.
. _

In a letter to Mr. Pollock dated June 16, 1978, the NRC stated that action on

your petition would be delayed pending' completion'of a related joint NRC/ DOT

special study you had requested. The final report of the study, " Review and

Assessment of Package Requirements (Yellowcake) and Emergency Response to Trans-

portation Accidents" (NUREG-0535), was published in July 1980 (a copy of this

report is enclosed). This study considered, among other things, all four areas

addressed by your petition.

.

The NRC notes that actions have been taken in the same four areas requested

in your petition although they do not necessarily place requirements on NRC

licensees (shippers):
.

(a) The Department of Transportation (00T) has published a rule on highway '

routing of radioactive materials requiring carriers to use an interstate

.
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highway or an alternate route that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T

rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning transpo,rtation

risks and was subject to considerable public re' view and deliberation.

The NRC does not believe f*. is necessary or practicable to require further

restrictions beyond the 00T rule.

(b) Several organizations are responsible for responding to transportation

accidents: State and local personnel such as fire and police for emergency

actions immediately following the accidents; shippers for providing
,

shipment hazard information, carriers for isolating and cleaning up the

spilled radioactive materials; and Federal agencies for providing

assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal level, Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) coordinates such federal assistance;

00T and NRC provide assistance to FEMA; and Depart. ment of Energy (00E)'

maintains radiological assistance teams that respond to radiological

emergencies when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for

shippers to have imm' diate emergency response capabilities to respond toe

the scene of a transportation accident since the accident could be far
,

.

away.

(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transportation accidents

is determined by the courts. Under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, the

00T published a rule requiring motor carriers to establish minimum financial

requirements for mattars such as cleanup after accidents.
.

'
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(d) The 00T requires shippers to provide descriptions of' radioactive materials

in each package. In the routing rule, the DOT requires additional driver

training, including procedures to be followed in case of accidents.

The NRC concludes (as more fully discussed in .the enciped Federal Register

Notice) that promulgation of a regulation in response to the petition would

not serve the public interest because it would add regulations that unnecessarily

duplicate existing requirements and practices. Furthermore, it would not be

practical or necessary to make NRC licensees (shippers) responsible by

regulation for some of the proposed activities. Therefore, your petition

has been denied.
_ .

Sincerely,
.

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Enclosures:
"A" - NUREG-0535
"B" - Federal Register Notice

.
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ORAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER

Oear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee is a copy of a Notice of Denial.

of Petition for Rulemaking to be published in the Federal Register. By letter

dated November 22, 1977, the Subcommittee was provided with copies of the peti-

tion (PRM-71-6) filed by Mr. Richard P. Pollock on behalf of the Critical Mass
'

Energy Project, Congressman Theodore S. Weiss, Congressman Timothy E. Wirth,

and eleven citizen organizations.

. . ..

The petitioners requested that the NRC adopt regulations requiring NRC

licensees, when offering shipments of radioactive materials to carriers for

transport: (a) to be responsible for requiring carriers to take special

I routes to avoid densely populated areas and mountainous terrain; (b) to devic 2

emergency response plans and to possess capabilities to deploy amargency

response units promptly to an accident scene following transportation acci-

| dents; (c) to assume financial responsibility for any shipping accident

involving dispersal of radioactive materials; and (d) to provide certain

information to drivers.
,

|

The NRC notes that actions have been taken in the same four areas requested

by the petitioners.although they do not necessarily place requirements on NRC
4

licensees (shippers):
.

.

1 Enclosure 3
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(a) The Department of Transportation (DOT) has published a rule on highway
.

routing of radioactive materials requiring carriers to use an interstate
,

highway or an alternate route that minimizes radiological risk. The 00T.

rule is based in part on NRC advice and studies concerning transportation.

risks and was subject to considerable public review and deliberation.

The NRC does not.believe it is necessary or practicable to require further

restrictions beyond the 00T rule.

'

(b) Several organizations are responsible for responding to transportation
,

accidents: State and local personnel such as fire and police for emargency

actions immediately following the accidents; shippers for providing

shipment hazard information, carriers for isolating and cleaning up the

spilled radioactive materials; and Federal agencies for providing

assistance to State and local governments. At the Federal level, Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) coordinates such Federal assistance;

00T and NRC provide assistance to FEMA; and Department of Energy (00E)

maintains radiological assistance teams that respond to radiological

emergencies when requested. It is not practicable nor necessary for

shippers to have immediate. emergency response capabilities to respond to
.

the scene of a transportation accident since the accident could be far

away.

(c) The financial liability for damages resulting from transportation accidents

is determined by the courts. Under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, the

00T published a rule requiring motor carriers to establish minimum financial

requirements for matters such as cleanup after accidents.

.

2 Enclosure 3
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(d) The 00T requires shippers to provide descriptions of radioactive materials

in each package. In the routing rule, the 00T requires additional driver
.

training, including procedures to be followed in case of accidents.

The NRC concludes, as more. full discussed in the enclosed Federal Register

Notice, that promulgation of a regulation in responsa to the petition we'uld

not serve the public interest because it would add regulations that unnecessarily

duplicate existing requirements and practices. Furthermore, it would not be

- practical or nece'ssary to make NRC licensees (shippers) responsible by regulation

for some of the proposed activities. Therefore, the NRC has denied the petition

for rulemaking.
._.

; Sincerely,

Robert B. Minogue, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosure: Federal Register Notice
i
i

1

l

!

i
|

|

.

e

|
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NRC DENIES PETITION TO AMEND REGULATIONS ON

TIANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS ,

.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has denied a petition

asking that the agency amend its regulations on the trans-

portation of radioactive materials. The Commission believes

that the suggested changes would unnecessarily duplicate

existing requirements and practices and that making NRC

licensees responsible for some of tha . proposed activities

would not be practical or necessary.
.

. . . . .

Critical Mass Energy Project, Rep. Theodore S. Weiss

(New York) , Rep. Timothy E. Wirth (Colorado) and eleven '

citi:en organi:ations from nine states and the District of

Columbia submittec the petition in November 1977, asking

that the NRC amend its regulations to impose four conditions

on licensees. |
:

The'NRC noted that actions have been taken in the same.i

~

four areas mentioned by the petitioners, although the actions

.
do not necessarily place requirements on NRC licensees who

ship the radioactive materials. The conditions sought by

the petitioners and related practices and requirements
,

already in existence are:
.

.

.

.

G

8 .
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(1) Special routes should bb, used for the transporta-

tion of radioactive materials tofensure that the shipments<

,

avoid densely populated areas and mountainous terrain.
.

'

However, the Departn.;nt of Transportation (DOT) has, '

published a rule on highway routing,of radioactive materials ?U

requiring carriers who transport the mac'erials to use interstate -^

Ihighways or altarnate, routes that minimize radiological
,

risk. The DOT rule is based partly on NRC advice an'd studies
'

concerning tran portation risks and was subject to considerable

public review and deliberstion. The NRC does not believe it $I
' '

a,
is necessary or practical to require further restrictions -

beyond the DOT rule. !
.

\,. ..

(2) Emergency pl ns should be adopted for transportation 13

accidents involving radioactive materials, with emergency-

,n
response units to'; be organized t'o carry put the plans and

-
t

semiannual drills to be-conducted with local and state law
. ,

enforcement officials.
'

.

I

Several organizations are responsible for resp' nding too,

transportation accidents. State and local personnel such as

fire and police officers are responsible for emergency

i actions immediateiy following accidents, shippers for providing.
O -

| shipment hazard informition, carriers for isolating and
L T -

cleaning up the spilled radioactive materials, and federnio
''

'

.-
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agencies for providing assistance ta state and local governments.

The NRC believes that it is not practicil or necessary to
,

require licensees to provide additional immediate emergency

response capabilities to respond to the scene of a transportation

accident because the accident could be far away from the

licensee's offices.

(3) Licensees should be required to assume financial

responsibility for any shipping accident that involves the

dispersal of radioactive materials.

d

However, the financial liability for damages resulting

from transportation accide ts is dete mined by the caurts.

Under the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, DOT published a rule

requiring moter carriers to establish minimum financial

requirements for matters such as cleanup af ter accidents.

.

*

(4) A plan should be adopted to inform the drivers o{fr

vehicles about the nature of the material they are shippi,ng

| and emergency actions they should undertake in case of an

accident.
,

|
|

In response to this suggested change, the NRC noted

that DOT requires shippers to provide descriptions of radioac:ive

materi'Is in each package. In its routing rule, DOT rsquires -

addi tional driver training, including procedures to be

fol' owed ia case o# accidants.
*
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A notice of filing of the petition for rulemaking was

pub 1'ished for public comment in the Federal Register on
.

December 1,'1977. Interested persons were invited to

submit written comments by January 30, 1978.

The eleven citizen organizations that submitted the

petition jointly with the congressmen and Critical Mass

Energy Project are California Citi:en Action Group, based in

Sacramento; Community Action Research Group, Ames, Iowa;

Environmental Action of Colorado, based in Denver; Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, Boston and Amherst; Michigan

Public Interest Research Group, Lansing; National Intervenors,
|

Incorporated, Washington, D.C.; New York Friends of the

Earth, New York. City; New York Public Interest Research

Group, New York City; North Carolina Public Interest Research

Group, Charlotte; Southwest Research and Information Center,

Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Vermont Public Interest Research

Group, Montpelier. ,

,
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CRITICAL MASS PETITION

ABSTRACTS OF PUBLIC COMMENTS AND STAFF RESPONSES

1. R. R. Langner, (Dow Chemical, Midland, Michigan)

COMMENT 1.1: "All types of radioactive materials include radiopharmaceuticals
for medical facilities, check sources and tracer isotopes for educational and
research laboratories, density and level gauges, and instrument devices such
as electron capture detectors, luminescent switches and dials, smoke detectors,
and static eliminators. This is only a partial list of items that would be
impractical to provide special routes for transportation, especially to avoid
densely populated areas and mountainous terrain. Their proposal is also pro-
hibitive for interlaboratory transportation of materials."

STAFF RESPONSE: . The staff agrees :that it is not practical to use special routes

for shipments containing only a small amount of radioactive material. In fact,

the DOT's rule on highway routing of racioactive materials provides exemptions

for, such shipments.

CCMMENT 1.2: " Shipping papers include the shipper's name and address so -hat ,
ne snipper can be notifiec in an emergency. Shippers :f racicac:i've mate- *

rials have health physics staffs which can rescend to emergencies. Training
of all local and state law enforcement officials by every shipper would be >
unnecessary."

'

STAFF RESPONSE: It is impractical for every shipper to train all local and

State law enforceme.nt officials. However, training of local and State "first-

on-the'-scene responders" such as law enforcement, fire fighting, and rescue

personnel on handling transportation emergencies involving radioactive materials

is important. The Department of Transportation (00T), with assistance from
,

other Federal agencies, including the NRC, is developing trai-ing materiais

for this purpose.

.

t

COMMENT 1.3: "Also, it is not clear whether a licensee would be responsible
for training law enforce. ment officials in every state in wnich the shipmen;
travels."

.
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STA:F RESPONSE: Licensees should previde information on the hazart of :neir
i

i materials and on procedures to handle the materials fellcwing accidents. It

is not the responsibility of the licensee to train law enforcement officials

in every state in which the shipment travels.

.

COMMENT 1.4: "The NRC's Radiological Assistance Program is adequate for emer-
1 gencies."

STAFF RESPONSE: The NRC does not maintain a Radiological Assistance Program
'

to handle transp.ortation emergencies. The Department of Energy, under the

[ Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan, maintains radiological assistance
!
' teams. These teams will provide technical advice to local or State government

,

| or to shippers or carriers.
,

3 .

CCMMENT 1.5: " Drivers have the necessary informatien abcut the nature of the
.

material tney are shipping anc who to contact in an emergency frem the shipping
papers."

STAFF RESPONSE: 00T regulations require certain information en radioactive

material to be shown on shipping papers, labels, and placards. The carrier

should train its vehicle operators in handling emergencies and on properties
'

-

and hazards of the radioactive material being transported. However, the staff

believes an emergency telephone number of the shipper could be added on ship-

ping papers. This is desirable in the event the driver should be incapacitated

by the accident. Also, the shipper should be encouraged to include emergency

instructions with shipping papers, especially on exclusive use shipments.

.

2. Lester A. Slaback. Jr. (Gaithersbura. Maryland)
,

COMMENT 2.1: " President Carter has clearly stated his aim to simplify the
impact or regulatcry bodies on the U.S. The states and the Depart:,ent of
Transportation currently are responsible for the vast majority of the trans-
portation process and in particular, the vast majority of radioact se material#

snipments. Is it appropriate that the NRC initiate an action in tnis area
,
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which is already governed by other agencies and wnich is contrary o tne
President's ' uidance?"g

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the NRC should not duplicate the 00T's

regulations on highway routing of radioac .ive materials. However, the NRC has

the responsibility to regulate its licensees in emergency planning and imple-

mentation.

COMMENT 2.2: "In the interest of minimizing the cost to the U.S. consumer
(wnicn must ultimately bear all costs) such planning and support should be
done on a centralized state or federal basis. It would be extremely expensive
and duplicative in effort to do this at the licensee level."

:

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that certain activities, such as training of

State or local emergency response personnel, should not be cuplicated by every

licensee whose radioactive materials are transported through a specific State

or' locality. However, ac ,ivities for which the shi;:per is responsible, such

as providing hazard information, must ce carried out by the individual licensee.

COMMENT 2.3: "Furtner, if this requirement were aoplied to the shi: ment of
many small sources the economics would maxe many Useful applications of radic-
active materials uneconomical to the point that it would be all cut of propor-
tion of'the minimal hazar'ds involved and to the point that many useful applica-
tions simply would not be done."

STAFF RESPONSE: For shipments with small sources and with minimal hazard,

special routes may not be practical or necessary. Mcwever, if highway acci-

. dents involving these shipments occurred, proper emergency response should be

initiated to prevent spread of contamination.

CCMMENT 2.4: "These proposed requirements are unrealistic in view of the cur-
rent extremely stringent packaging requirements. If these were acepted wculd .

there be some trade off in the form of a icosening the packaging requirements?
This would seem only reasonable in view of the presumotion underlying tne formu-
lation of tne packaging specifications that such planning and emergency supocrt
is not reaoily available. Specifically the requirements related to long cura-
tions under water or in fire could be greatly relaxec."

.
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STAFF RESP 0NSE: Stringent packaging requirements do not mean that a package

- could not be ruptured under extreme transportation accicent conditions,

although such extreme accidents are very unlikely. Emergency response plan-

ning is primarily designed to protect public health and safety in the event

of serious accidents. A well prepared emergency response system can not be

used as a Justification for relaxing the packaging requirements.

COMMENT 2.5: "I object to this piecemeal approach to state and federal reac-.

* tions to transportation accidents. This rather narrow area of the hazardous
naterials transportation spectrum should not be singled out for special con-
sideration because it will just further delay apprcpriate state and federal
action on the broader problems. Further, if a narrow area were to be singled
out there are far more hazardous materials which should receive immediate
a nention then radioactive materials."

STAFF RESPONSE: It is preferable to treat a broad problem as a whoie when
'

feasible. However, it is not always possible to do so. Eecause cf the special

characteristics of radioactive ..aterial and the increased public and Congres-

sional concern over the safe transportatie. of radioactive materiais, the staff

believes that it is justified in considering radigactive material separate

from other hazardous materials. In its rulemaking proceeding on highway rout-

ing of radioactive materials, the 00T has indicated that the routing of other

hazardous materials will be addressed in the 1980s.

.

COMMENT 2.6: "Because this general area is not within the scope of NRC's autho-
rity nis petition should be rejected as misdirected and forwarded to 00T for
consideration."

STAFF RESPONSE: Federal responsibilities for regulating transportation of -

radioactive materials are shared principally by the 00T and the NRC. The

roles of both agencies in the regulation of transportation of radioactive mate-

rials are described in a Memorandum of Understanding executed : etween these

tuc agencies in June 1979. With regard to the items contained in the petitior,
.

h
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tne item related to highway routing is not bein~g considered by the NRC because

the DOT has promulgated regulationi, on highway routing of radicactive materials.

The other items in the petition should be addressed by the NRC because these

items are related to licensee requirements.

3. William A. Brobst, (Decartment of Enerev. Washincton. 0.C.)

COMMENT 3.1: " Routes could be required to be selected so as to avoid mountain-
ous terrain, or any other geographical area. Although such a restriction mignt
reduce the probability of a traffic ce transportation accident en route, the
accident frequency might be increased if the shipping distance was increased
as a result of the rerouting. In the case of rail shipments accidents quite
frequently occur because of faulty roadbeds. It should be notad that the better
maintained main line tracks of the railroads ge'nerally connect the major centers
of population; branch or off-the-main-line roadbeds which bypass these centers
of population, are not likely to be as well maintained."

STAFF RESPCNSE: The staff agrees that in considering routing recuirements these
'

factors should be taken into account.

CCMMENT 3.2: '' Ordinarily the carrier may be neic iiatie for damages to persons
or property resulting from the accident. If it develops that the shipper
(licensee) or any other persen in same way contributed to the accident, that
other person also may be held liable for damages arising from the accident.
In addition, the Price-Anderson Act provides Governmental indemnity to comple-
ment private (carriers / shippers) financial protection for the payment of public
liability claims for personal injury and property damage resulting from a
nuclear incident arising out of a transportation accident."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that legal financial liability for damages

resulting from a transportation accident depends oa the particular circum-
'

stances associated with the accident and would be decided acccrding to the

applicable State tort law. The Price-Ancerson Act provides a system of pri-

vate insurance and gcvernmental indemnity to comoensate injured persons for

damages resulting from transportation accidents where the radioactive mate-

rials involved are being transported either to or from an NRC-licensed

facility for which the NRC nas required the licensee to maintain financial

5 Enclosure 5
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protection (for example, a nuclear power plant). The Prics-Anderson A:t coes'

not preempt applicable State tort law; but in the event of an "extracrdinary

nuclear occurrence," generally a facility licensee must waive certain defenses
'

that would otherwise be availabTe to the licenses.

In a final rule puolished in the Federal Register on June 11,1981 (46 FR 30974)

the 00T established minimum levels of financial responsibility for motor

carriers transporting hazardous materials, including radioactive materials, in.

intrastate er interstate commerce.
.

*

.
.

COMMENT 3.3: " Additionally under the present Federal regulations certain,

prescribed hazard information is required to be placed on shipping papers
covering hazardous materials shipments. This provides appropriate notice to
the driver and others that a hazardous material which is subject to Federal
regulation is being handled."

.

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.

4. John M. Arras, (Defense Nuclear Acency. Bethesda, Maryland)

COMMENT 4.1: "One such aspect is the assumption that the total radionuclide
snipment program can be rigorously controlled under our current system of
government. The use of special routes for the transportation of radioactive'

materials of all types' would work a hardship 'on transport corporations and
unionized workers which would be vigorously opposed. Only a denial of due
process.could make enforcement feasible." .

''

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.
.

COMMENT 4.2: "Another aspect is the exclusion of all radionuclides from
censely populated areas. This proposal, as stated, would eliminate the use of
nuclear medical procedures from urban hospital centers, since such procedures
require frequent radionuclide shipments."

.

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff believes that the exclusion of all shipments of
.

radioactive material from densely populated areas is not practical..
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CCMMENT 4.3: "The most dangerous aspect is the' assumption that semi-annual
crilis witn local and sta a law enforcement officials wcuid reduce the hazards.
Half trained personnel can do a great deal cf damage in radiological incidents,
and with the current financial condition of most state and local governments,
the assumption of adequate training systems is unreasonable."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff believes that State and local "first-on-the-scene

responders" should be trained to handle emergency work such as keeping by-

standers away from the scene, rescuing injured personnel, and fighting fires.
.

However, it may not be reasonable to expect the first-on-the-scene responders

to adequately assess radiological problems. -

COMMENT 4.4: " Finally, it should be noted that hazardous materials shippers
anc carriers currently have a great deal of financial responsibility for any
shipping accident involving their cargo. If the term, ' licensee' in the peti-
tion includes recipients, as well, then it is unlikely tnat such a law would
pass any legal test of constitutionality; it includes a supposed concition of,
'gu.ilty, until preven guilty '"

STAFF RESPONSE: A recipient of radioactive material shipmen s wcule not be,

in general, liable for damages resulting from transportaticn acciden s incurrec

before the shipments reach the recipient's facility. (Also see Comment 3.2)
.

5. LeBoeuf, Lamb. Leiby and MacRae, (Washincton. 0.C.)

COMMENT 5.1: "The Commission should dismiss the Petition, because it does not
comply witn 10 CFR S 2.802 which requires that a petition for rulemaking state
the substance or text of any proposed regulation and state the basis for the
request. Critical Mass has not proposed the text or adequately identified the
substance of any suggested regulation. More importantly, Critical Mass h'as

.

not demonstrated an adequate basis for its Petition and specifically why exist-.

ing NRC regulations are inadequate."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff believes that tne petition incluceo sufficient

information for consideration by the Commission.

.

COMMENT 5.2: "The NRC Staff specifically found that the alternative of
restricting radioactive material transcort to avoid high population :enes is
clearly not cost effective since there is a saving of 51.5 million asscciatec
with the decreased radiological impact but a cost of $33 million associa:ec

7 Encicsure 5
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with the adcitional secondary made distance. Id. at 5-11 to 5-12. Critical
Mass has made no showing why the Commission's 7 nal Environmental Statement-

should be modified."

STAFF RESPONSE: The savings and costs derived in the Final Environmental ,

Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes

(NUREG-0170) are based on the consideration of using airports in suburban popu-

lation zones rather than major metropolitan airports. The cost-benefit ratio

may be different when considering highway transport of radioactive materials.

.

COMMENT 5.3: " Critical Mass proposes that the designation of special routes
extena to all types of radioactive materials. This proposal is overbroad in
that there are obvious differences in the characteristics of various radio-
active materials."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1

.

COMMENT 5.4: " Critical Mass does not identify any reason why mountainous
terrain v.ould be avoided. For this reason alone, the Commission shculd reject
this asract of tne proposal. 10 CFR S 2.802. Furtnermore, ne tem " mountain-
ces terrain" is vague and thus does nct pe mit a reascned responsa. Under some
definitions of the term, it might be impractical or even .impossib'e to ship
radioactive materials in and through certain regions of the country."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staf.f agrees that the petition does not identify explicitly

any reason why mountainous terrain shoult be avoided. During the DOT's rule-

making proceeding on highway routing, the staff transmitted the petition (PRM

71-6) and the public coments thereon to the DOT in April 1979 for its considera-

tion in conjunction with the rulemaking proceeding.

COMMENT 5.5: "In fact, the Commission found that the mortality risk from the
practice evacuations would be far greater than that from potential reactor acci-
dents. Critical Mass urges (at 5) that the Commission follow its own lead with
respect to emergency response plans. We urge that the Commission follow the
wise course it previously chose with respect to drills, and deny the recuest
of Critical Mass for such drills."

8 Enclosure 6
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STAFF 3.ESPONSE: The staff believes that if actual ,'ublic evacuation drills

were conducted, the increase in the probability of injuries and loss of life

would not be commensurate with the benefit of such evacuation drills. There-

fore, in the staff's opinion, public evacuation drills should not be con' ducted.

However, drills involving emergency response by local and State personnel and

shipper or carrier personnel may be desirable.

COMMENT 5.6: "The proposal by Critical Mass would be, to some extent, duplica-
tive of existing precautionary arrangements. The Department of Energy (includ-
ing the former ERDA) has already established a Radiological Assistance Plan for
advising and assisting in the event of a radiological emergency. The existence
of such interagency plans undercuts the rationale for rulemaking by one agency."

STAFF RESPONSE: The Department of Energy, under the Interagency Radiological

Assistance Plan, maintains radiological assistance teams. When requested.

by ' State or local authorities, shippers, carriers, or any other individual,

the team will provide technical advice. However, shippers and carriers should
.

still be prepared to nancle emergency actions involving the racicactive mate-

rial for which they are responsible.
,

I

| -

| COMMENT 5.7: " Alternatively, if Critical Mass is suggesting that some addi-
'

tional suostantive financial obligation be imposed for transportation acci-
dents, any action by the Commission in this regard would interfere with state
tort law principles and exceed the NRC's legal authority."

~

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 3.2 and 4.4.
m

.

COMMENT 5.8: " Critical Mass proposes that the Commission adopt regulations to
require tnat drivers of vehicles be informed about the nature of the matarial
they are shipping and the emergency actions they should undertake in the
event of an accident. Again, no basis is shown for this procosal. Department
of Transportation (C0T) regulations already require eacn person who offers -

radioactive material for transportation to describe the material on the ship-
ping paper in the manner prescribed. See 49 C.F.R. !$ 172.200 et sea. 00T
also requires placarding of radioactive material shipments. See 47 5.F.R.

-

s5 172.400 et seo."
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. STAFF RESPONSE: Same as res'ponse to Ccament 1.5.
-

6. Mark J. Wetterhahn, Conner, Moore & Corber, Washinoten, D.C.<

COMMENT 6.1: "As set forth herein, we submit that the Petitioners aave not
set forth any valid basis or need for the adoption of their petiticn for rule-
making and, therefore, it should be denied.''

STAFF RESPONSE: Same response to Comment 5.1.

.

COMMENT 6.2: "The Nuclear Regulatory Commission only has jurisdiction over-

snippers (those who prepare and deliver packages to a carrier for transport),

and private carriers of such materials. Exempt from NRC regulations are
common and contract carriers, freight forwarders, warehousemen, and the United
States Postal Service when transporting or storing, as part of the transporting
process, a shipper's by product, source, or special nuclear material and when
subject to 00T regulations. The authority does not exist for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to promulgate regulations covering more than a small seg .
ment of carriers. Thus, the Nuclear Regulatcry Commission cannot, by regula-
tien, bring about the relief requested."

STAFF RESPONSE: By statute (the Atomic Energy Act and the Energy Reorgani:a-

tion Act), tne NRC may regulate the possession, Ese, and transfer, including

transportation, of byproduct, source, and special nuclear material. The NRC
~

exempts common and contract carriers from NRC license requirements because the

007 regulates these carriers. The NRC could, when necessary, amend its regu-

lations and remove the license exemption.

i

COMMENT 6.3: "To a large extent, safety in transportation is assured by"the
cesign and construction of the shipping containers. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sfon Regulations covering the criteria for design, construction, and use of
such shipping containers assure that, in the unlikely event that an accicent
should occur, the integrity of the shipping container would be maintained.
The recent series of tests carried out by Sandia Laboratories confirm the very
conservative nature of the requirement of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
with regard to container design."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the type 3 containers are designec to

maintain package integrity under severe accicent conditions. However, there

!

,
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is a small probability that such packages could be ruptured under sever e acci-

dent conditions.

COMMENT 5.4: "It is evicent that there is already sufficient coordination and
emergency response capability available. For exar-le, the Department of Energy
maintains emergency response teams at various lo etions throughout the country.

to assist in events of radiological emergency. Petitioners have not shown that
the pre planning already conducted among the various Federal, state and local
agencias is not sufficient to assure the public health and safety."

STAFF RESPONSE: Although there are existing emergency response capabilities

at Federal, State and local levels, the shippers and carriers should carry out

their responsibilities in dealing with transportation emergencies involving

radioactive material. Carriers should notify the shippers and government

authorities, isolate any spilled material from the public, and clean to any

spi,11ed material. Shippers should provide expert advice on the hazards of the

shipment and any necessary precautions.

COMMENT 5.5: "The Nuclear Regulatory Commission founc that the use of special
routes was not justified. As reflected in Tacle S-4 of 10 CFR Part 51, One
risk of a significant accident is exceedingly small. Petitionars have presented;

( no information whien would counter these findings. The alreacy very low expo-
| sures due to transportation of wastas would only be increased ::y circuitous *

' transportation routes, without any countervailing benefit."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the risk is smail for transportation of

radioactive material to and from a nuclear power reactor, as is indicated in

Table 5-4 of 10 CFR Part 51. However, the consequences of a serious accident

involving such a shipment could be large. In the 00T's rule on hignway routing

of radioactive materials, a preferred highway should be selected for minimizing

risk. Where a circumferential route (a preferred highway) around a city and
.

interstate highway through that city are both available, the circumferential

route should be used for minimizing consequences in the event of a serious

accident.
.
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COMMENT 5.5: " Shipments, once they leave a facility, may travel long distances
ano, as a practical matter, would be beyond the communications and assistance .

capability of a utility. While, of course, a utility would provida whatever
assistance was practicable for any incident near its facility, the basic
responsibility for initial response must lie with state and, local authorities;"

STAFF RESPONSE: The shipper, after being notified of an accident involving

this material, should promptly provide to carrier and Government authorities
e

hazard information and details about its shipment that are necessary for its

safe control and cleanup. The staff agrees that the basic responsibility for

initial response to protect public health and safety lies with State and local.

authorities.
.

.

COMMENT 5.7: "Thus, under the Atomic Energy Act and implementing regulations,
financial responsibility is already covered as it applies to power reactor

,

facility licensees and no further rulemaking is necessary."

STA'FF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.
'

.

COMMENT 5.S: "With regard to informing drivers of vehicles aceut the nature
of materials they are carrying, prasent regulations require training cf drivers
of trucks which carry radioactive material in, inter alia, emerge'cy procedures.
Such drivers carry, as part of their manifest, an identification of the radio-
active material shipped. .Thus, there is no basis for the fourth suggestion."

STAFF. RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.

7. Nelson J. Cooney (American Trucking Association. Inc. . Washincton. 0.C.)

COMMENT 7.1: "For many years, the U.S. Department of Transportation has
enforceo regulations which require that vehicles transporting hazardous mate-
rials of all classes avoid densely populated areas insofar as practicable.
This rule is acceptable to and adhered to by affectec carriers."

STAFF RESPONSE: The 00T stated in a Federal Register Notice dated April 20,

1978, that this specific regulation had not been codified under ...a Ha:ardous

Materials Transportation Act. The 00T has since promulgated a new rule on high-

way routing of radioactive materials that set forth more detailed requirements.

12 Enclesure 6
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CCHMENT 7.2: "The trucking industry cannot accept a further regulatory change
wnien woulc require motor carriers to avoid traversing mountainous terrain wnen
transpcrting radioactive materials, or any other class of hazardous materiais.
Any such requirement would be totally- impractical, and would require detours '

of hundreds of miles in some cases. The additional miles can only increase
the potential exposure to accidents and add unreasonably tc travel times.
Detours oi' such magnitude are also contrary to current policies mandating
fuel conservation through avoidance of excess trips and circuitous routing."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that these factors should be considered in

determining whether to require shipments of radioactive material to avoid

mountainous terrain. During the 00T's rulemaking proceeding on.hignway rou. ting

of radioactive materials, the staff transmitted the petition (PRM-71-6) and

the public comments thereon to the DOT in Acril 1979 for its consideration in

conjunctior. with the rulemaking proceeding.

COM?ENT 7.3: "As mentioned previously, the cleanup was carried out by person-
nei of tne ship;:er. This fact indicates to us that licensees do have the
requisite capability tc deal with spills of their procucts, and -hat .here is
no need for regulatory changes in this area."

.

STAF: RESPONSE: The staff agrees that, in general, the snippers (licensees)

have the '.apability to deal with their radioactive materials. However, the

prime responsibility for isolating and cleaning up any spilled radioactive

material lies with the carriers. Since, in most cases, the carrier will have

I neither technical expertise nor the experience and equipment to handle radio-

| active materials spills, the carrier may find it necessary to make prior,

arrangement with others to perform the cleanup. In many cases, the shipoer

will provide such expertise and equipment; however, tne basic cerden of ensur-

ing that the spilled materials are removed remains with the carrier.
t

.

8. Gerald O. Ortloff (Exxon Minerals Comoany. U.S.A. Houston. Texas)

COMMENT 3.1: "Any rulemaking activity should recognized that licensees incluce
not aniy large incustrial concerns for which shi::cing of nuclear materiais is
a normai part of their activities, but also many indivicuals anc activities

13 Enclosure E
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for which the imposition of significant emergancy response requirements would
be impractical." .

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that this factor should be included when con-

sidering recuirements on emergency response. However, ever/ shipper must ful-

fill its responsibility to provide information on the hazards of its shipment

'during emergencies whether the sh'ipper is a large industrial company or an indi-
,

vidual. *

~

COMMENT 8.2: "However, it is not practical or even desirable i all cases to
impose tnis limitation as a requirement upon licensees in that (1) in certain
cases, either the shipper or the receiver of a shipment of radioactive mate-
rial will be located either in areas of high population density or in moun-
tainous terrain; (2) various degrees of highway development in different areas
may necessitate that transport activities be conducted in areas which might be
considered densely populated or mountainous; (3) the low potential hazard of
many shipments will not merit precisely dictated routes; and (?) direct routes
whi.ch minimize mileage via well developed highways might be safer than more
circuitous routes which would avoid populatec or mountainous areas."

.

STAFF RESPCNSE: The staff agrees these factors chould be considered in deter-

mining routing requirements.
>

.

COMMENT 8.3: While a licensee may be able to request routes that he prefers
nis carriers tu ae, rules wnich are imposed upon licensees calling foa speciai
routes would be difficult, if not impossible to enforce by the ifcenset. y
shipments are made via commor. carrier, and the licensee may have no cent
over the carrier's routing. The carrier may be in the best position to 4,w

about route conditions, and therefore must have meaningful input into routing
decisions. Furthermore, implementation of routing requirements by the sh,fpper
(licensee) may conflict with requirements placed upon the carrier by other
regulatory agencies, some of which accomplish the objectives desired by this
proposal."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that carriers are in a better position to

control routes. j.

!-
,

'
.

COMMENT 8.a: "Any treatment of this issue by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
snoulc taxe the form of a general admonition to seek routes which coulc mini-
mire risks to the public and the environment. Any requirements in t.e area of

.

!
F
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routing should reflect the practicality (i.e. , the location of the shipper and
recaiver), the cost / effectiveness, the type and activity of tne radioactive
material involved, and the degree of control which the licensee can exert over
the carrier." .
STAFF RESPONSE: The question of highway routing of radioactive material ship-

ments has been considered by the DOT in a rulemaking proceeding. A final rule

on highway routing was published by the DOT on January 19, 1981. The staff

believes that it is unnecessary for the NRC to consider the same issue in a

separate action. -

COMMENT 8.5: "It is also necessary to consider the role to be played by govern-
mental agencies in the area of emergency response. Most states have bodies
charged with the authority to direct emergency response efforts and to mobilize
manpower necessary to meet the needs of the situation. In addition there are
several federal agencies which may have responsibilities to participate, cecend-
ing on the situation. These include the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
Decar: ment of Energy, Environmental Protection Agency, Depart. Tent of Defense
and possibly others. Such response capability should be maintained and
ennanced as reouired. It cannot be replacec by licensee actions. For instance,
logistics and other factors may cause delay or a:ner problems in licensee
response or effectiveness, or incependant action on :ne cart Of the licensee-

may be precluced by state or federal agency authority anc responsioility. On

the other hand, it should continue to be recogni:ed that the licensee may on
occasion play a significant role in mitigating the effects of an accicent
since he may have personnel experienced in handling the material anc equipment
to minimize any hazards." ,

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that each party (e.g., shipper, carrier,

State and local government, and Federal government) involved in dealing with

transportation accidents has its specific responsibility. It is imperati,ve

for each party to understand its role and responsibility and be precared to

carry out its responsibility in the event of an accident. Cocoeration between

various parties is essential in cealing with such emergencies. The NRC staff,

in cooperation with 00T staff, has studied the responsibility of these parties
.

in dealing with transoortation accidents involving raticactive materials. Tne

conclusions and recommendations of the stucy group are containec in a document

. .
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entitled " Review and Assessment of Package Requirements (Yailowcake) and Emer-

gency Response to Transportation Accidents" NUREG-0535, July 1980.
!

~

COMMENT 8.6: "Orfils, except in limited and well-defined instances, are unwork-
able anc ineffective in developing response capability, since the circumstances
surrounding each incident will be highly variable. A licensee may own radio-

.i ' active material which is transported in states far removed from his operations.
Similarly, state and local law enforcement agencies may have many licensees
involved in transporting radioactive material through their jurisdiction. The
loss of productivity ar.d the cost of frill operations would be a matter of con-'

cern to both the licensee and local or state law enforcement officials. Pa r-
ticularly in the case of Icw specific activity materials such as natural uranium.

concentrate, the potential risks do not warrant this scale of effort on the

part of either the licensee or the law enforcement agencies.".
STAFF RESPONSE: Drills of emergency response by local and State personnel and .

sbippar or carrier personnel may be needed tc familiari:e each with emergency

response procedures. However, it is impractical for licensees to conduct drills
'

with local and state personnel of each state in which the licensee's materials
.

travel.1

, COMMENT 8.7: The traditional goal and rationale pf legislative and judicial
3 :.. law is compensation of a plaintiff or other injured party for damages

suffered at the hands of.the wrongdoer. The licensee is not in direct control
of the carrier or his a~ctions during transit and therefore should not be held
responsible for the injurious acts of the carrier or other third parties, over
whom he also has no control. The proposal to place financial responsibility
on the licensee, without regard to fault is (1) unsupportad facts or other data,
(2) contrary to clear federal statutory law with respect to carriers, and
(3) inconsistent with the general goals of tort compensation, i.e., compensatione

of injured party by the person responsible."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.
~

: COMMENT 8.8: "We agree that drivers should be properly informed. Exxon Minerals
'. Comoany, U.S.A. has been following such a practice since we first started shioping

yellowcake in 1972. The mechanism which we use is to provide the driver with -
"

a written description of the material and instructions on steps to be takeq in
the event of an accident. These instructions are attached to the shipping papers
wnich are carried by the driver. They include names and taiephone numters of
Exxon management wnom the driver or law enforcec.ent officials should contact
for advice and, assistance on immeciate action to be taken and to convey informa-
tion about the circumstances surrounding tne accident so that ap;ropriate addi-
tional respcnse can be undertaken. Also cascrioed are immediate actions to be
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followed to protect the public and to contain any spilled material until quali--

fied personnel arrive at the scene. These instructions proved their value at
; the Colorado yellowcake truck accident in that the appropriate contacts were

- made almost immediately, and the spilled material was pronptly and effectively
contained and covered to prevent any danger to the public and the environment.
We recommend that plans for informing drivers follow this effective and proven
approach.",

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff beiieves that at present there is no need to amend,

the transportation regulations to include requirements for shippers to provide,

and carriers to maintain during transport, detailed instructions for emergency

personnel to~use. The existing requirements for inclusion of shipping paper

descriptions appears to be adequate. However, voluntary efforts by shippers

to provide such information, especially in the case of exclusive use cargos,'

should be encouraged.

CONMENT8.9: "A more appropriate course would be for the Commission to cen-
sicer tre need for reassessment of its current regulations wnich apply to
transportation to determine whether revisions are in order. This should be

- done with full considerat en of the regulations of other agencies -no are#

iivolvsc in the transportation process. If revisions of consicered necessary,
they should reflect careful consideration of the above concerns, and should
maintain as their principal focus the establishment and preservation of sound
transportation procedures."

STAFF RE5PONSE: The staff, in cooperation with 00T staff, nas formed a joint

study group and investigated the area of emergency response to transportation

accidents. The staff plans to work witn 00T to implement the recommencations
,

~
| made by the joint study group as indicated in the report, NUREG-0535.

a

9. Bill R. Teer (Transnuclear. Inc.. White Plains. N.Y.)

! COMMENT 9.1: "We believe the existing system of rules and regulations provice
acequate coverage with respect to routing, emergency response, financial liabili-
ties and driver notification." -

i

l

|

|
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STAFF RESPONSE: Althougn the existing system of rules and regulations provices

adequate protection of public health and safety, the staff believes improve-

ments could be made. In the area of emergency response to transportation acci-

dents involving radioactive material, for example, the responsibilities of

shipper and carrier might be further clarified.
.

10. Howard J. Larson (Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.. Washington. 0.C.)

COMMENT 10.1: "The inclusion of radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical shipments.

in sucn a rulemaking is viewed with concern. In many instances, these mate-.
'

rials must, of necessity, be viewed differently from the routine bulk shipment
of radioactive materials. The Colorado incident referred to in the petition is.
simply not germane." -

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical

shipments have different hazards than that of yellowcake shipments. However,
'

within the category of radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical shipments, the

characteristics a.;d hazards could also vary significantly from one shipment to

another. These factors shoulc be taken into account when considering require-

ments on highway routing or emergency response.
,

_ _ ._ _ __ _ _

COMMENT 10.2: "The Committee strongly disagrees that 'the present sys em .s
wnolly inacequate to deal with the risk to the public health from a trans-
portation accident.' The failure of the public to be injured as a result of a
release occurring during a transportation accident involving radioactive mate-.

rials is an attestation to the adequacy of packaging and conservatism built
into supporting safety and environmental analyses. This protection of the

; ', public has been built into the system and is not fortuitous, as the petition
might imply."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 9.1.

l

d

CCMMENT 10.3: "In addition, state and Federal agencies have already developed
raciation monitoring capability that respond to transportation accidents involv-*

ing radioactive materials."
,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 6.4.
.

9
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C NMENT 10.4: "In view of its relevancy, it is the position of the Committee
tna; apy further action on the subject petition should be deferred until the
Generic Environmental Assessment on Transportation of Racioactive Materiais
Near and Through A large, Densely Populated Area, currently being prepared by
Sandia Laboratories under contract to the NRC, has been completed and issuec
for comment."

STAFF RESPONSE: The report, entitled " Transportation of Radionuclides in Urban

Environs: Draft Environmental Assessment" (NUREG/CR-0743) was issued in

July 1980.

11. John W. Giloin (Varian, Palo Alto, CA)

COMMENT 11.1: " Safe transportation of limited quantities of low-level radio-
active materials is well-assured by present regulations. It is imperative
that movements of limited quantities of materiais presently exempted under-

Sec. 173.391 of Title 49 CFR not be hampered by excessive or unnecessary regu-
lation. The imposition of rules along the line of those proposec could make
several valuable uses of radioactive materials impractical and uneconomic, anc
wou.ld render impossible the current medical uses of shortlived radioisotopes."

.

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.3.

~

.

12. Kenneth C. O. Hacerty (WEMA - The Association Servinc Electronics
I .custries )

"As you ~kno' ', radioactive materials ' ange~ from relatively ~sefeCOMMENT 12.1: w r

nonfissionaole material, such as used in smoke detectors or watch dials, to
active fissionable materials used to make atomic bombs. The preposed regula-
tions would apply the same standard of care to the transportation of smoke
detectors as would apply to bombs. On its face, this is an absurd proposal.
It would serve no useful purpose. It would increase the costs and availability
of beneficial products in our society utilizing nonfissionable materiais ,which
do not create a significant hazard."

w
STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.3.

13. F. D. Flowers, Sr. (General Electric. San Jose, CA)

COMMENT 13.1: "The U.S. Department of Transportation, not the Nuclear Regula-
tory Ccmmission, is the proper regulatory agency designatec by public law for
regulation of transportation routes if, in fact, furtner regulatior.s should :e
requi red. "
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STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the 00T is the pro::er regulatory agency
,

to be responsible for carrier routing requirements. In fact, the 007 has

promulgated regulations on highway routing of radioactive materials.

COMMENT 13.2: "Some States and lower jurisdictional areas regulate routes,
senecules, or other condition of transportation in view of peculiar conditions
or interests (e.g., States of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,
City of New York, City of Norfolk, Virginia, City of San Francisco, and Berkeley,,
California, port authorities, etc. , which regulate transportation of radioactive
material in particular and other hazardous material in some instances.) 3 road
federal regulation of the proposed kind on routes is not needed.".

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff believes that uniform Federal regulation on highway

routing is needed to ensure free flow of interstate transport of radioactive

material in a safe manner.
.

CCMMENT 13.3: "' Mountainous Area' is a vague term. No regulation should be
mace unless such a term is narrowly defined and applies cr.ly where there is
some cenuine and soecific hazarc wnich cannot safely be coped 4 tn by crudent,
carefui venicle operators.'

STAFF |iESPONSE: The staff believes the petition is rather vague on the term

"mour.tainous terrain" and does not identify explii:ity any reason why mountain-

ous terrain should be avoided. However, since the 00T is conducting a rule-

making proceeding on highway routing of radioactive materials, the staff trans-'

mitted in April 1979 the petition and the public comment to the 00T for its
''

consideration.

COMMENT 13.a: "Any regulations proposed on routing shoulc consider and treat
equitaoly all materials defined as ' hazardous,' not just radioacti.u materials.
The safety record for transportation of radioactive material is significantly
superior to that of many, many other hazardous materials, regardless of made..

Regulations more restrictive to routing of radioactive materiais than to rout- .

ing of more hazardous materials certainly are not warranted."
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STAFF RESPONSE: The 007 has stated that it does no rule out the development

of highway routing rules or guidelines for hazardous materials other than

radioactive materials. However, because of the special characteristics of

radioactive material and the increased public and Congressional concern, it is

appropriate to consider radioactive material transportation separately from

other hazardous materials.

COMMENT 13.S: "The text of proposed regulation refers to 'Special Routes' for
' All Types' and does not differentiate whatsoever between different radioactive
materials, or differer.t quantities, or different magnitudes of radiation. It

ignores a long histo;y of careful development of regulations promulgated by
NRC and 00T requiring safe packaging for radioactive materials of widely differ-
ing characteristics.(e.g. , Limited Quantities, Lcw Specific Activity, Type A -

Quantities, Type B Quantities, Large Quantities, Fissile Material, Source Mate-
rial,etc.)."

.

STAFF RESP 0NSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.
.

- la. John H. Garrity III (Central Maine Power Comcany. Aucusta. Maine)

COMMENT la.1: "The present approach of protecting property anc ensuring the
safety anc nealth of the public in the event of a transportation accident
involving spent fuel by use of highly reliable snipping casks is clearly
superior to the aopreach proposed by the petition." - - - -

STAFF RESPONSE: The purpose of emergency response is to reduce consequences

in the event of an accident involving release of radioactive materials.

Although such accidents are unlikely because of the stringent recuirement for

Type B packagings, it does not mean the package could not be ruotured under.

extreme accident conditions. To use high-integrity casks and to prepare for

emergency response are parallel efforts to improve safety in transportation

and one cannot be substituted for the other.
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COMMENT 14.2: "I believe the risk of transpcrting racicactive materials is
aireacy low enough. I believe the risk involved in transporting such materials
to be far lower than the risk associated with transporting liquid fuels, toxic
chemicals, and even nonhatardous substances, and for proof one need only compare
deaths, injuries, and property damage resulting from transportation of racio-
active material to that resulting from transportation of cther substances. In
fact, in many cases, I believe the risk to be so low that imposition of further
safety measures will result in negligible effect, although in such casas the4

cost will be non-negligible."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that the risk involved in transporting radio-

active material is low. However, the consequences cf a transportation accident

involving release of radioactive material could be large. Proper response during.

such an emergency would reduce the consequences.
-

.

CC# MENT 14.3: "For example, consider the enhancement of public health and safety
and property protection to be gained by requiring the special routes, emergency
plans, etc., that the proposed regulations would mandate in transportation of
the, minute quantities of securely packaged radicactive materials centained in
wristwatch luminous dials or smoke alarm devices for private residences. It
would be essentially nil. Costly, octhersome, essentially nil, anc yet the
petition's proposed rules make no allowance for such a consideration. Suen a
lack of balance is unwise at best."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response te Ccmment 2.3.
.

15. Rocert E. Schayer (Abbott Laboratories. North Chicaco, Illinois)

COMMENT 15.1: "In view of the nature of racioactive medical products, it must
be apparent that it is not possible to use special routes to insure that ship-
ments avoid densely populated areas since in many cases that is exactly where
the shipments are going. This again would indicate tc us that the propos,al
was not intended to cover medical health products. Furthermore, it is essen-
tial that these products reach their dastination as quickly as possible both
as a result of the nature of the product involved and the critical neec for
the product as soon as possible for seriously ill patients.

h
STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Ccmment 1.1.

,

CCMMENT 15.2: "We believe that the need for reaction to incidents involving
.

radioacti/e material in transportation is one of extreme cencern; he ever, we
,

do believe further that the need to react to taese incidents and the peccess

;
i
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by which this is accomplished is very comprehensively dealt wi.h in regulations
of the Department of Transportation, specifically 49 CFR 171.15, 171.15, 174.45,
175.45, 176.48, and 177.807."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff believes the responsibilities of shippers and carriers

on dealing with transportation accidents involving radioactive materials could

be further clarified.

COMMENT 15.3: "While the statement provided in paragraph 3 is relatively broad,
we assume tnat it is only intended to cover those situations where the licensee
was responsible for the accident as a result of failing to, properly package,
ship, label, or mark the package and that it would not be intended that the
licensee accept financial responsibility for a shipping accident: where the acci-
dent resulted from the fault of another party, for example, the carrier. It
is essential that each case be considered on its meri s. The implications of
this type of regulation are quite substantial and it cannot possibly be that
shippers can be required to accept the total responsibility for the negligence
of others. Certainly, it would not be appropriate that a shipper, having care-
fully abided by the various statutes and regulations in the transportation of
its, radioactive material be held liable for a callous act ccamitted by some
other incividual not connected with the shipper."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.
.

COMMENT 15.4: "This paragraph ceals with tne need for inf0rming drivers about
ne nature of the materials they will be handling'anc shipcing and any emer-

3ency actions that mignt-be necessary in the event of an accident. This regu-
laticn would seem to be superfluous in view.of the Depar ment of Transporta-
tion regulations, specifically 49 CFR 172.200, 172.202, 172.203, anc 172.204
each of which provide for adequate education of the driver of any vehicle as
to what they are carrying." .

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.
,

COMMENT 15.5: "The last sentence of page 61089, 12 F.R., Decem:er 1, 1977,
wouic seem to place responsibility on a licensee to provice a shipper, wnicn '

| is not defined but we assume means the supplier of the material, with so-
'

called special route establishments and emergency plan. We strongly urge that
if it is found necessary to implement this petition that there be a clarifica-
tion. As you can imagine in the case of Abbott Laboratories ACC, we service
more than 4,000 customers on a regular basis and cartainly cannot be excected

.

that these customers wculd need to deveicp such plans and special routes for
tne movement of the medical goods. If it is necessa y at all, this Durcen
should be placed on the shipper as is the case at the present time under the
Department of Transportation regulations which clearly provide -ha. it is the
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responsibility of the shipper for shipping regulation compliance, not the
consignee.":

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that it is not reasonable to require the

consignee (the person who receives the shipment) to be responsible for using aa

special route for the incoming shipment. Also, the consignee does not have

' legal responsibility to establish emergency. response plans in dealing with

potential accidents involving the incoming shipment. -

.

. -

16. W. N. Thomas (Virginia Electric and Power Company, Richmond. Virginia)

COMMENT 16.1: ''Vepco is convinced that the measures sought by Critical Mass
in its proposed rulemaking are unnecessary and that the existing regulatory
requirements in this area are fully adequate. Thus, any increase in cost and/
or delay in transporting Ve,co's nuclear material w-ich could result from any
such rulemaking would be unnecessary and therefore would be an unreasonable
cost to Vepco's customers."

STA'FF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 9.1.
,

.

17. Allan A. Flaischer (Meci-Phvsics. Emeryville. CA)

COMMENT 17.1: Medi-Physics, Inc. recommends the exemption of radiopharmaceuti-
cal precarations from application of the proposed' regulations, since transporta--
tion of radicpharmaceutical preparations currently meets stringent recuirements
already imposed and enforced by. the Department of Transportation and the Inter-
state. Commerce Commission as well as state regulatory authorities."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.3.

.

COMMENT 17.2: "The section is not workable with respect to its application to
raciopharmaceuticals. The end user of nuclear drugs is the patient in a hospital
which is normally located in a densely populated area. The radicpharmaceutical
industry could not comply with such a regulation and continue to offer its
products to the medical community. We must have access to all rautas leading
to the medical institution. The promulgation of such a regulation would surely
hinder and delay the treatment of patients with these vital, life-saving drugs."

.

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.-

,,-
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COMMENT 17.3: "The third regulation proposed by petitioners, which provices
- for 'tne assumption by licensees of financial responsibility for any shipping -

accident that involves the dispersal of their radioactive cargo' is not easily
capable of resolution by regulation and appears to be a question of law :nat
should be properly left for the courts."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.

18. David A. Bossen (Measurex, Cuoertino, California) -

COMMENT 18.1: "The fact is that radioactive materials range from relatively
safe, non-fissionable material (such as used in smoke detectors) to active,

,

fissionable materials used to make atomic bombs. The proposed regulations
would have the same standards of care apply to the transportation of smoke
detectors as would apply to bombs. On its face, this is an absurd proposal.'

It is totally unjustified and would serve no useful purpose. It would
increase the costs and availability of beneficial croducts in our society
utiliting non-fissionable matarials which do not create a significant hazard."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.3.

.

COMMENT 18.2: "Measurex is located in California and does a good portion of
its business east of the Rocky Mountains. To avoid mountainous terrain would
require Measurex to adopt lengthier travel routes, and, as a consaquence, wocid
result in longer transit time. Since catential radia-ion ciscersa i transit
is a function of transit time, the longer transit time would actually increase
the possibility or dispersal in transit - tne very antitnesis of tne curpose
of the petition."

~ ' ~ - -- -

* STAFF RESPONSE: These factors should be taken into account wnen considering

routing of radioactive materials.

COMMENT 18.3: "Moreover, in the language proposed, Measurex would be crgeluced
from marketing and installing digital systems with radioactive material to cus-
temers who are located in densely populated areas or mountainous terrain.
Finally, since Measurex itself is located arguably in a 'denseiy populatea'
area, the adoption of tne petition could result in the cessation of operations
for Measurex and every other company using radioactive materials in urban areas.
The resulting economic loss and unemployment in areas already suffering from
high unemployment would be disastrous."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.
.

I
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- LOMMENT 13.d: "Measurex recognizes that the pricary concern of the NRC with
regard to tne transportation of radioactive materials is safety. However,,

i Measurex believes that the concern should oe di ected to accicents that cause
i yr threaten to cause the release of radioactive material. Based upon nis,
; nowever, Measurex submits that adequate regulations already exist regarding-
j the release or threatened release of radioactive material (see e.g. 10 CFR

Sec* ion 20.403). Further regulations could create not only confusion, but,

c m. . create dual standards of safety."
,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.3..

COMMENT 18.5: "The adoption of this sectior, of the petition would undermine
every funcamental theory of American jurisprudence relating to culpability..

This blanket assumption of every conceivable type of liability is not only
unwarranted, but is unjust.".

'

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.

.

19. O. M. Dawson (General Electric. San' Jose. California)
'

COMMENT 19.1: "Regarding the petitioners' first procosal, the shipping of
spent reactor fuel and high level waste is done in massive Type 3 - Large
cuantity packages (casks), transported by rail, highway or barge. It snould
be evicent that a regulatory requirement to '... avoic densely populatec areas
and mcuntainous terrain' as suggested is neitnar practicacie acr requirac for
the protection of public health and safety."

_
STAFF RESPONSE: Although spent fuel and.high-level waste are to be snipped in

massive casks, there is a possibility that tne cask could be breached under

extreme accident conditions. The staff believes that, in the event of such

I accident, the consequence will be reduced significantly if densaly populated
~

areas are avoided.
.

!

COMMENT 19.2: "The petitioners may not be aware that there exists a system
for cealing with radiological emergencies administared on a national basis
through the Department of Energy. This radiological assistance program pro-
vides emergency assistance teams, advice and information upon request from any
cerson or organization in any incident believed to involve a radiation hanrd.
Requiring a similar plan for each licensee would be counter productive to 00E's
established system."

i STAFF RESPONSE: Radiological assistance teams maintainec by the COE will pro-

vice technical advice to local or State gcvernments, snippers, or carriers.
' However, :P.ese teams will not perform actions for tne industry (for example,
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clean up the spills) that are the responsibility of the indust y, unless.such

actions must be immediately taken to protect puolic health and safety.

.

COMMENT 19.3: "In their third item the petitioners have proposed regulations
which would make the licensee financially responsible for any accident where
there is spillage of the package contents. The financial liability for the
transportation of spent fuel to or from indemnified facilities and high level
waste generated as part of the reprocessing of spent fuel is the subject of
NRC financial protection regulations which are required by the Price-Anderson
Act (see 10 CFR 140 Financial Protection Requirements anc Indemnity Agreements).
Additional regulations therefore are unnecessary."

'

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2.

.

'

20. Philio P. Stectoe (Isham. Lincoln & Beale. Chicaco. Illinois)

COMMENT 20.1: " Petitioners have suggested that special routes be required for
snipmants of radioactive materials 'of all types.' However, they fail to exclain
why. radioactive materials, which are only one of many kinds of items classified
by the Department of Transportation as 'ha:ardous material.' should be singled
out for special treatment."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2:5.

COMMENT 20.2: "The Critical Mass petition is also overboard in that it makes,

nc c1s:1nction between hign-level and low-level wastes. The Critical Mass
petition would prohibit snipment tnrough densely populated areas and mountain-
aus terrain of such innocuous cargoes as: (1) Low specific activity shipments;
(2) Empty shipping casks; (3) Empty sole use shipping vehicles which contain
permissible quantities of fixed contaminations; and (a) Small quantity ship-

| ments of radioactive materials which are exempt from 00T packaging and lacel-
|

ing requirements." -

.
,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.

21. William R. Prendergast (LFE Process Control Division. Waltham.
Massacnusetts)

|

| CCMMENT 21.1: "The proposed regulations would serve no useful purpose in .

! recucing tne radioactive hazard to the public curing the transcortation of
i radioactive material."
!
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STAFF RESPONSE: In the event of a serious transportation acciden- that causes

release of radioactive material or , increase in radiation levels around the

shipment or vehicle, proper emergency response would reduce radiation exposure

to persons in the vicinity of the accident. Furthermore, the consequences of'

such an accident would be lower in a less populated arca than in a densely

populated area.

COMMENT 21.2: "In addition, how does one make a delivery in a densely popu-.

lateo area if transportation routes must avoid densely populated areas?"

STAFF RESPONSE: Any requirement on routing should not prohibit delivery of

radioactive material packages to a consignee who is located in a densely

populated area.

.

COMMENT 21.3: "I draw your attention to the Commission's Final Environmental
Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and otner Modes
as announced in tne News Release of January 17, 1978. In this repor- the
Commission concluded that hazards from transportation of radioactive ma erial
were small."

STAFF RESPONSE: Although the Final Environmental ~ Statement on the Transporta-

tion of Radioactive Material by. Air and Other Modes concluded that the risks .

were small, the consequences of a serious accident involving radioactive mate-

rial may not be small. Proper emergency response following stch accident
"

would reduce consequences.

22. Eari Pace (Troy Michican)

COMMENT 22.1: "The petition appears excessive in two regards. First, if it,

truly applies to ' radioactive materials of all types,' then many shipments of
trivial amounts of radioactive material unrelated to tne Nuclear Power Indus-
try would be affected, imposing large economic penalties with negifgible
benefit."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 1.1 and 2.3.

.
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COMMENT 22.2: " Secondly, in the case of highly toxic radioactive matarial, I
wouic jucge that the current packaging methods already in use result in a icwer
transportation risk than for many other non-radioactive toxic and dangerous
materials. Imposing scme of the suggested additional safeguards would appear
to result in severe discrepancies in treatment of hazardous materials, and it
is not clear that the resulting risk would be significantly lowered."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 13.5 and 21.1.

.

CCMMENT 22.3: "I know little of the dett 1s of the 'recent accident in South-7

eastern Colorado,' but if it involved only yellowcake, it is difficult to
relate it to severe public risk. Mcwever, there may be packaging improvements
that would make sense for those specific types of shipments."

STAFF RESPONSE: The risk to public health and s'afety from the transportation

of yellowcake is very small. At present, mest yellowcake is transported in

" strong, tight packages" without any detailed specification or performance cri-

teria. To improve the packaging requirement, the DOT has issued for public

ccament a preposed rule that would require packages fcr LSA materials to be

designed te withstand prescribed en,vironmental and test conditiens for normal

transportation. However, assessment of the health and safety consecuences of

an accidental spill of such material indicates that a requirement for accicant

resistant packaging is not c'est effective.
~

COMMENT 22.4: "There would also be some benefit in increased involvement of
tne states in helping to enforce existing regulations and to adopt emergency

'

plans for all types of ha:ardcus materials in transit where no such plans, exist."
_

STAFF RESPONSE: In a program sponsored jointly by the COT and the NRC, several

| States are under contract to conduct surveillance of radioactive material trans-

portation within their jurisdiction and to collect data on varicus aspects of

radioactive material transportation. The 00T and the NRC have recently agreed
.

to shift the emphasis of this program frem surveillance to enforcement, anerecy
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the States will take enforcement action against violators of radioactive mate-

rial transportation regulations. The NRC is contacting several States to

learn if they are interested in such a. program. In the area of emergency res-

ponse to transportation accidents involving radioactive Laterial, the NRC and

tha 00T are providing guidance and training materials to State and local

governments.
.

1

23. Karl Amlauer (Isotooe Products Laboratories)-
,

COMMENT 23.1: "We believe that if this proposed regdlation were interpreted
literally it would preclude the use of radioactive materials in many important
applications of medicine, research and industry."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 1.1 and 2.3.

CONMENT23.2: "Considering the number of radioactive materiai shipments made
catiy tne safety recard has been extremely good. In cur opinion Department
of Transportation regulations are more than adec.uate to provide for public
safety." *

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 9.1.
..

.

__

24. W. G. Hendrick (Texa's Nucliar Division Ramsey Encineerine Ccmcany.
Austin, Texas)

COMMENT 24.1: "The gaps in his logic are amazing. If we needed to supply
racicactive material to the west coast without crossing mountainous terrain
we would have to ship by boat through the Panama Canal." .

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 18.2.

25. W. P. Johnson (Yankee Atemic Electric Comoany. Wastbcrouch. Massachusetts)

COMMENT 25.1: "We fully support and endorse the comments submitted on behalf
of the Nuciear Shipper's Group datec January 27, 1978, by their representa-
tives LeBoeuf, Lamo, Leiby and MacRae,1757 N. Street NW, Wasnington, D.C.
20036."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 5.1 and 5.S.
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26. Karl R. Schendel (Westinchause Electric Cor: oration. Water Reactor
Division, Pi scuren, Pennsyivania)

COMMENT 26.1: "We also note that the Commission has recently issued NUREG-0170,
' Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material
By Air and Other Modes.' This document, in paragraph 8-e of the Summary and
Conclusions portion, states that the NRC staff has determined that the environ-
mental impacts of normal transportation of radioactive materials and the risks
attendant to accident; involvir.g radioactive shipments are sufficiently small
to allow shipments by all modes."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment-21.3.

27. Donald C. Stechens (Industrial Nucleonics. Columbus, Ohio)

COMMENT 27.1: "The petition approaches a single administrative agency to
single out one class of hazardous material and categorically requires special
restrictions of 'all types' of radioactive materials in that class without
regard to its relation to all other hazardous material. To promulgate such a
rule would be highly discriminatory and places an unnecessary and unjustified
competitive' burden on all radioactive material."

STdFFRESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.S.

.

COMMENT 27.2: Finally, tne petition is inaoprcpriate because it is unneces-
sary, it is illogical to conclude from a single incident, which dic not result
in any significant injury to the public, that a system of contr:1, under which
there has never been a significant injury to the puolic, is ' wholly inacecuate.' ~
Inceed, the record is clear that the hazards associated with the transport of
radioactive material have been more effectively controlled than any other trans-

~

portation hazards. Now is not the time to punish this industry for sucn a fine
record by increasing the complexity of its regulatory burden and its costs of

.

doing business."'

STAFF RESPONSE: Although safety records for transportation of radioactiv,e mate-'

| rial have been good, there is a possibility that radioactive material could be
i

| released from packages under severe accident conditions. Proper emergency

response will reduce the consequences of such an accident.

:
i

'

25. Terence J. Sullivan (Consu:ners ocwer Comoany. Jackson. Michigan)

CCMMENT 29.1 ":lesponse to an emergency situation requires locally-trained
inoivicuals uncer tne control of accropriata enforcement agencies. As such,

;

.
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the requirement of each licensee maintaining an emergency plan for his trans-
port of radioactive materia? is unworkacle, ineffective anc may lead to a,
lack of response by appropriately trained individuais first on the scene of

'

any such emergency."
'

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 6.6.

-COMMENT 28.2: " Licensees generally lack authority to take any action regard-
ing emergencies not on their property. To stipulate emergency plan actions
for accidents occurring remote from a licensee's location may be an unenforce-
able requirement."

STAFF RESPONSE: In general, licensees (or carriers) do not have authority to.

take emergency actions such as conducting a survey or cleaning up spilled

materials on properties belonging to a third party. However, the State or

local emergency service personnel usually de have such authority. When

approved or recuested by State or local authorities, the licensee (or carrier)

may' take such action under the authority of the Sta a or local gove nment.
.

COMMENT 2S.3: "We b'elieve these state capabilities, plus tne availability cf
ERDA raciological assistance teams, adecuateTy cover any concerns by the
petitioners."

,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 6.4.

.

29. R. I. Newman (Allied Chemical, Morristown, New Jersey)
.

COMMENT 29.1: " Requirements should fully reflect and be based on two principal
factors: a. The degree of likelihood of a release of radioactive materia'l
related to the ability of the container to resist the effects of a credible
accident and to continue to provide its intended confinement capability.
Important tc this consideration is not only the testing which containers have
undergone but also real accident experience with such containers. b. The
potential hazard to the public if' contained material shculd be released. For
instance, materials such as small shipments of radiopharmaceuticals or, more
importantly, material defined as ' low specific activity' (LSA) might appro-
priately be excluded."

,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 2.3 and 2.1

.
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30. Leo Macklin (Atomic Industrial Forum. Inc.. Subcommittea en Transoorta-
tion, wasninoton. 0.C.

COMMENT 30.1: "We recommend the petition of rulemaking be denied in its
entirety. The Transportation Subcommittee members are actively engaged in the
transportation of all types of radioactive materials and are completely fami-
liar with the existing system of rules and regulations applicable to the pack-
aging and transportation of radioactive materials; we believe firmly that this
existing system is completely adequate and has been proven over many years to
provide safe transportation of radioactive materiais. We are not aware of any
transportation accident of any kind which has resulted in a fatality or in any
perceptible injury due to the radiological aspects of the shipment."

'

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comment 14.2.

1

|:

COMMENT 30.2: "The current regulations recognize that accicents will occur
,

anc require that a package be capable of withstanding increasingly severe
accident conditions.as the radioactivity of the contents increases. The pack-
ages meet the regulations which are intended to preclude any release where
there would be a hazard to the public."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.4.

COMMENT 30.3: " Elimination of shipments of irradiatec ma arial :nrougn censely
popuia ac areas -ould be an unjustifiable tnreat o maciosi researcn anc trea -
ment as well as to the future of nuclear generating stations, wnich are required
to an increasing extent to meet our growing electrical energy neecs."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.

COMMENT 30.4: "The adoption of emergency plans for transportation accidents
as requesteo by petitioners is unnecessary. The Department of Energy has
eight operations offices throughout the country witn trained radiation emer-i

gency teams. These Radiological Assistance Program teams can be dispatched
quickly to the scene of an accident and can call on local agencies and the
military for assistance if required. In addition nuclear facilities nave
emergency response capabilities which can sucolement those avaiiaale from the
Radiological Assistance Program and many large shippers nave emergency res-
pense plans in effect. The location and availability of the emergency res-

'pcese teams frora 00E, facilities and shippers provide adecuate coverage
throughout the U.S."

.

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 5.4.

.
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COMMENT 30.5: "The semi-annual drills with local and state law enforcement '

,

" of ficials as requested by the petitioners would not be cost effective. The
hundreds of licensees who ship material when multiplied by the many hundreds

' of local jurisdictions through which shipments pass would result in thousands
of semi-annual drills.",

,

! STAFF RESPONSE: Same as res'ponse to Comment 8.6':
'

.

I COMMENT 30.6: "The costs of rec'overy from the consequences of any accident
- are provided by conventional insurance and nuclear liability and property

damage insurance. In many cases the Price-Anderson indemnification agreement
of either the consignor or the consignee automatically provides additional
coverage for the radiological consequences of an accident. Interstate Commerce.

Commission regulations require motor carrier to carry specified amounts of
insurance. Additional regulations are not required."'

.

STAFF RESPONSE: Public Law 96-296, " Motor ".arrier Act of 1980," requires the
.

Secretary of Transportation to impose minimum levels of financial responsibility

on carriers who transport hazardous materials, including radioactive materials.

A final rule on minimum levels of financial responsibility for motor carriers
'

transporting hazardous materials was published by the 00T on June 11, 1981

(46 FR 30974). For Price-Anderson coverage, see response to Ccmment 3.2.

.

31. ~ H. P. Williams J. A. Werling, R. Mefuie. Jr.

COMMENT 31.1: "We frankly find this request purely another effort at obstruct-
ing otner citizens labors at resolving the nation's impending energy crisis
while satisfying only their obsession against nuclear power. We do not believe
the hazards to the public presented by the transportation of radioactive mate-
rial, with the exception of special nuclear material having the capability of
achieving critical mass, are any greater than any non-radioactive toxic or4

otherwise classified hazardous materials. It is our considered opinion that
>

the Department of Transportation has performed quite capably in this area
relative to the transportation of toxic materials (assisted by other agencies,
where applicable) and that the citing of the Colorado accident is less than
poor just.'ication for responding to this collection of usurping special

; interest groups."
,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 27.2. -

.

*

.

;

-

.

!
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COMMENT 31.2: "We agree acceptable emergency p'la.ns should axist as developec
by carriers to deal with all toxic materials regardless of whether they are
radioactive or non-radioactive.. The only specificity o the transportation
of radioactive material should apply to that material capable of achieving
critical mass and, from a security standpoint only, to that radioactive mate--

rial which, if in the control of malevolent individuals, could be inimical to
the national defense." '

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.5.

COMMENT 31.3: "The requirement of special routing and liability we believe
should ce applicable to transporters regardless of the material being trans-
ported end are not unique to the nuclear industry (which is what appears to
be the deliberate implications in this petition)."

STAFF RESP 0NSE: Same as response to Comment 2.5.

COMMENT 31.4: "We firmly believe that legislative bodies and particularly
regulatory agencies must seek out the opinions of the general public whom.
they serve and be particularly vigilant to avoid both the blunt and tne
subtle surreptitious tactics and approaches of all special interest groups
(pro or anti-nuclear or any other organizations nat would usurp :ne general
public's voice)."

.

STAF.: RESPONSE: It is the NRC's policy and practice to actively seek the

opinions of the general public on regulatory matters. All public comments are

considered in making regulatory decisions.
,

,

32. William J. Caball, Jr. (Consolidated Edison Comoany of New York. Inc., .

New York, NY)
!,

COMMENT 32.1: "The proposed regulations are unnecessary. Current Laws and
Reglations of federal agencies (Department of Transportation and Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission) are adequate to ensure the safety of shioments of radioac-
tive materials and the health, safety and financial protection of the public."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 27.2.

CCMMENT 32.2: "The emergency response to transportation accidents and coord- )
ination of enforcement agencies are clearly governmental functions. NRC scecial
response groups are available immediately. It is duplicative anc wasteful of
resources to require each licensee to nave its cwn organi:ation. Tne num er ,

of such incidents which can be expected is small; the number tnat wculc Occur
to the sr.ipments of any one licensee is quite a oi smalier. There is no

,

|
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justification for the existence of a hundred or so private responsa groups or
coordinators in addition to the governmental ones."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 1.4 and 8.5.

COMMENT 32.3: "The requirement that both or either densely populated areas
and mountainous terrain be avoided is likely to be a practical impossibility.

'It is not warranted by any reasonable safety evaluation. Furthermore, the
NRC's policy of assuring the integrity of the transportation container pro-
vides better protection to the public than the suggested notion of rigid
criteria for shipment routes."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responsestto Comments 14.2 and 2.4..

33. James D. Hogan (General Atomic Comoany. San Diego. California)

COMMENT 33.1: "In any event, since the licensees have aimost no power to
control carriers, we submit that such regulations as those proposed be applied
to the carriers only."

STdFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 8.5.
.

y .

00%'!ENT 33. 2: "The first of the four enumerated propcsed concitions--rsquiring'
| ne use of special routes--is wholly impractical and dangerous. The safest

road available in the United States are tne Interstate highways. Many pass
directly through densely populated areas. To avo'id such areas, the peti-
tioners would have radioactive material travel over narrow country roads, or
worse bridges, which were never' designed to carry the large, heavily laden

'trucks required to move such a cargo as a spent fuel cask."

STAFF RESPONSE: In the DOT's rule on highway routing of radioactive materials,

interstate highways are designated as preferred highways. However, if prefer-
i

red hignways are available both through a city and around the city, the

preferred highway around the city should be used. |

COMMENT 33.3: "Also, mountainous terrain cannot always be avoided. For
example, any shipment of reactor fuel from our own fuel fabrication facilities'

; in San Diego to any destination other than one in a pertion of coasta'. Soutnern
California requires movement througn some mountainous terrain."'

STAF.: RESPCNSE: Same as response to Comment 15.2.
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COMMENT 33.a: "The sugges ted semi-annual drilis would be impossible to
organt:e. Since we are not aware of the location of a future transportation
accident, such drills would presumably have to be c:nducted with law enforca-
ment officials of all 50 states and hundreds or thousands of municipalities. '

Current and proposed regulations and license conditions may already over-
burden some local law enforcement agencies with liaison and coordination
activities."

H STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 8.5.
.

COMMENT 33.5: "The fourtn condition is gratuitous. Racioactive materials
are clearly marked, and drivers of transporters of nuclear materials are
specially trained and well aware of the nature of the material carried."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.

34. J. E. Gilleland (Tennessee Valley Authoritv, Chattancoca. Tennesseel

COMMENT 34.1: "The use of special routes to avoid sending radioactive ship-
ments tnrougn densely populated areas would require the use of less cesirable
hignways. This woulc have uncestrable results since it would likely increase
the difficulty of getting expert radiological, medical, and fire assistance
to the accident scene; and increase the distance that carriers must travel with
a c:ncomitant increase in the enance of an accicen . This trace-off is n
j us ti fi aol e. "

STAFF DESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.1.,
.

COMMENT 34.2: "In addition, we do not believe the use of special routes to
avoic censely populated and mountainous areas to be a concern since trans-
portation cask construction and cask integrity test programs have been proven
reliaole during accident situations. Furthermore, low-level wastes which are
commonly transported in 55 gallon drums or other 00T-approved containers
present no significant radiological hazard during accident conditions because
of their very low specific activity."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as responses to Comments 2.3 and 2.4

.

CCMMENT 34.3: "If each licensee is required to concuct semiannual drills with
eacn state through which it ships radioactive materials, the number of drills -

conducted each year could bec me excessive, unduly recundant, and costly both
to the licensee and to stata governments. State agencies with primary traffic
law enforcement or public health and safety responsibilities should have
trainec manpower to responc to any emergency."

.

.
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STAFF RESPCNSE: Same as response to Comment 3.5.

COMMENT 34.4: "A shipping accident and the resulting dispersal of radioactive
katerial are presently covered by the Price-Anderson Act. Under this act no '

separate insurance contracts or indemnity agreements are issued to cover
liability arising from the transportation of nuclear materials. Carriers are
covered, however, by the ' omnibus' provisian in licensee financial protection

' contracts and by the indemnity agreement. As noted in the September 20, 1975,
Federal Register (41 FR 4C515), the NRC has completed a review of transporta-
tion coverage and has determined that the public is adequately protected by
the present system."

|

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 3.2..

:.

COMMENT 34.5: "We agree that the drivers of the vehicles should be aware of
the nature of the cargo and what actions to take in an~ emergency."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.

.

35. John R. Dukes (American National Standards Institute Committee N43-3.2. .
Classification of Incustrial Ionizinc Raciation Gauging Devices. Colemous,

.

Onio)

COMMENT 35.1: "We feel tnat the present regulations for transportation of
racicactive materiais, as used in our industry, are quite adequata and will
assure continued safety to the public. We find Mr. Follock's proposal to
restrict ' transportation of radioactive materials of all types to insure that
such shipments avoid densely populated areas and mountainous terrain' to be
totally unacceptable. It is unnecessary from a safety stancpoint.and it
represents an undue administrative and economic burden on all involved."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1.

..

I
t.
'

COMMENT 35.2: " Finally, a 'r.lan to inform the drivers of the vehicles about
tne nature of the material they are shipping' already exists in the DOT regu-
lations. This includes instructions for drivers, icentification of the
nature of the material on the shipping papers, and distinctive warning labels
with descriptive information on each package containing radioactive material."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.
.

.
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36. H. L. Cook (Ohmart Corporation)

COMMENT 36.1: "The' petitioners make no distinction between high level radio-
active materials such as spent fuel elements and the relatively low level mate-,

cials, such as those described above, used by manufacturers of gaging devices."

STAFF RESPONSE: The staff agrees that in considering emergency response and

routing requirements, this factor should be taken into account. Also see res-

ponse to Cocaents 1.1'and 2.3.

37. Walter P. Peeoles. Jr. (Gulf Nuclear,-Inc.. Houston. Texas)

COMMENT 37.1: "Concerning the transportation of all types of radioactive mate-
rials [tna petition] seems to be out of order because despite the fact that
radioactive materials are governed, in licensing and use, by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the transportation of all radioactive materials comes
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Transportation, Hazardous Mate-
rials Branch."

,

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.6.

CCMMENT 37.2: "The petitioning groups shoulc be infor :ed tha :: resent Depart-
. men. of Transportation laws require :nat cartificatas be cresentac to carriers

of any type identifying all ha arcous materials, including radioactive mata-
rials, to be carried. This certificata identified as a ' Shipper's Certifica-
tion form' is and has been required of all shipce'rs for many p ars. This form
identifies materials, quantities and specific groups of radioactive materials
which are grouped for identification as wei.1 as toxicity."

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.5.

*

38. Elick H. Acree (Gulf Nuclear, Inc. . Houston. Texas)

COMMENT 38.1: "The phrase ' transportation of radioactive materials' includes
all racicactive materials. If we look at the extremes, we have wrist watches
worn by citi ens that contain Tritium (H ) activated dials. This is a racio-3
active substance and it is being transported. Are they to have special routes
and should they avoid populated areas?"

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 1.1. .
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COMMENT 38. 2: "Again, the quantity of radioactive materiai is the governing
factor in assessing the hazard. Transportation rules should also be based on
the quantity of radioactive materials and the physical form of the materials.
If one set out to establish special routes for the transportation of radioac-
tive materials, who would establish the routes, how could they be marked and
maintained, how would it be enforced. The cost of management of these routes
would be tremendous and would be passed on to the tax payer and again what is
the purpose?"

- STAFF RESPONSE: These factors have been considered in the DOT's rulemaking

proceeding on highway routing of radioactive materials. The 00T estimated

that the costs are expected to be small.
.

.

COMMENT 38.3: "Icem 4 concerning proper information to the driver. Every-

shipment of radioactive materials must be accompanied by a document that is
called a ' Shipper's Certificatipa for Radioactive Materials' which specifies
the radioisotope, the quantity, the physical form, the radiation level on the
outside of the package and the type of package. What more information could
be provided?"

STA'FF RESPONSE: 5ame as response to Comment 1.5.
.

39. E. J. Hacstette. Jr. (Patraleum Ecuiomen- Su:olie s association. Houston.
,T,exas t

'

COMMENT 39.1: "Therefore, we would simply like t5 go on record on the point
trat if t1e NRC sees fit to issue special regulations for the transportation
of ' nuclear materials, the're should be excluded from such regulations the small
quantities of radioactive materials used in the logging business -- i.e. ,
quantities of radioactive material which do not exceed the limits set forth

in 10 CFR Section 71.4(f)." -

'

STAFF RESPONSE: For highway routing of radioactive materials, the DOT's reguia-
,

tion gives specific provisions for shipments of large quantities of radioactive

material. In addition, general provisions are given for shipments that require

vehicular placards. If well-logging sources are shipped in packages that co

not require Radioactive Yellow III labels, these shipments will be exempt from
.

the proposed routing rule. In the event of a transportation accicent involving

well-logging sources, there is a possibility tnat the sources may be cispiacee

;

9

|

i
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from the shielded position. Proper emergency response procedures would be re-
-

quired to avoid unnecessary exposures.

40. Andrew J. Cassell (Nuclear Research Corcoration, Southameton, Pennsylvania)

COMMENT 40.1: "It appears totally' unfair that this document should be directed-
towarc racioactive material only, thereby putting the burden to a segment of
industry which represents a very small portion c1 ' Transportation of Hazardous
Material.'"

STAFF RESPONSE: Same as response to Comment 2.5.

COMMENT 40.2: " Consideration should be given to the over-all cost placed on
tne snipper. In almost all cases, freight costs are incurred by the shipper
and when you add the additional tariff of spacial handling, special routing
and increased shipper's financial responsibilities, the present cost of snip-
ping could be escalated to an impossible situation."

STAFF RESPONSE: In considering requirements on routing er en amergency res-

ponse, cost to the incustry must be taken int; a: count. As statec in the

DOT's rule On hignway routing cf radioac;ive mata-ials, One c0sts are 6xpectec

tc be small.
.

.

.

.
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